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Abstract
There is a demand for broadband electrically small antennas that cover
large frequency bands without any requirement of reconfiguration tech-
niques. This is particularly true at low frequencies (VHF/UHF), where
wavelengths are long and antennas are physically large. The fundamen-
tal gain-bandwidth limitation was related to the electrical size of passive
electrically small antennas by Wheeler and Chu; their result implied that an
electrically small antenna exhibits high quality factor which limits the band-
width. Additionally, the gain-bandwidth limitation was related to impedance
matching conditions by the Bode-Fano criteria, which restricts available
bandwidth using conventional reactive elements. A non-Foster circuit ap-
proach has been presented which delivers a broadband input impedance
match and also overcomes the aforementioned fundamental limits. These
non-Foster impedance circuits can be realised by negative impedance con-
verters (negative inductance and/or capacitance). The thesis also explores
the advantages and challenges of antenna impedance matching using nega-
tive impedance circuits based on two topologies: (1) conventional transistor-
based circuits, and (2) a novel resonant tunnelling diode approach. The
advantages of non-Foster circuits in the implementation of broadband small
antennas include wideband performance around one-tenth of the self-resonant
frequency and overcoming of the fundamental limits associated with passive
ii
antennas. Diode-based circuits are more compact, easily configurable, less
sensitive to stability, have low power consumption and are less complex as
compared to the transistor based designs. These features makes it a po-
tential candidate for array and meta-material applications. However, there
are few challenges for non-Foster circuit integration with an antenna due
to high noise figure, which affects the system channel capacity and receiver
performance in a communication system. A detailed design procedure has
been developed to mitigate the effects of noise and instability and also, the
system performance and measurement of the non-Foster circuit integrated
antennas have been discussed.
iii
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Chapter 1
Introduction to the Theory of
Small Antennas
1.1 Quality factor of electrically small antennas
The concept of quality factor (Q) was introduced by Wheeler [6] in the dis-
cussion of the limitations associated with small antennas. An equivalent cir-
cuit model for small antenna has been proposed and the Q has been defined
as the ratio of reactive power to the radiated power. The first relationship
between the antenna size, bandwidth and Q has been investigated and it
is concluded that Q is inversely proportional to the antenna size as well as
the bandwidth. This inference is also applicable for electrically small an-
tennas (ESAs) and confirms the fact that an ESA is fundamentally narrow-
band. Later, Chu [7] evaluated the minimum Q and hence, the maximum
bandwidth of an ideal omnidirectional antenna, enclosed in an imaginary
sphere which has been termed as Chu’s sphere. Chu used spherical wave
functions to represent the radiated fields as a sum of spherical modes. An
equivalent lumped circuit is presented here to represent each mode and its
1
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corresponding Q has been estimated. Initially, the concept of Q seems in-
significant, however, practically, the gain-bandwidth parameters are highly
important in an antenna. Also, the direct measurement of bandwidth is
challenging in nature as Q is more suitable quantity being inversely related
to the bandwidth in most of the cases. Hence, bandwidth improvement
is possible by modification of the antenna structure and its internal fields
which consequently affects its Q.
Harrington [8] also followed the circuit approach and obtained a lower
minimum Q than Chu’s estimation by considering the antenna as radiating
in both TE and TM modes. A few years later, Collin and Rothschild [9] de-
veloped a field-based approach instead of the aforementioned circuit based
method to calculate the exact Q for an antenna radiating either in TE or
TM modes. This field-based method was then generalised by Fante [10] for
both TE and TM modes and obtained the exact Q for both modes.
Mclean [11] later repeated Chu’s work by using a prolate spheroidal
wave function. Later, In 2003, Thiele [12] estimated that the value of Q is
strongly dependent on the current distribution and determined Q from the
concept of super directive ratio. Geyi [13] challenged the work carried out
by [9] and claimed the fact that their analysis was not feasible for many
antennas. They further re-investigated and produced another approximate
method for the calculation of Q that comprised of less complicated integral
computations.
Yaghjian and Best [14] exploited the approximate expressions for Q in
terms of field, impedance and bandwidth. Also, they examined the effect of
wire folding on the radiation resistance and Q. Kwon [15] figured out the
inconsistencies in the previous work and did extensive work in re-defining
the antenna gain, Q, TE/TM modes and directionality. Thal [16] extended
2
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Chu’s work by considering that the surface current distribution of the an-
tenna over a sphere radiates both in the TE and TM modes. He also in-
troduced an additional equivalent circuit to store the energy inside Chu’s
sphere and to derive gain and Q relationship. Gustafsson [17] proposed an
expression for Q in arbitrary shaped small antennas using scattering theory
and represented the antenna concerning the material dyadics.
Despite the study of Q, size and bandwidth relationship, it is clear that
there are few fundamental limitations which have to be addressed and re-
searched well to improve the small antenna performance. The following
section will define the extent to which the operation of small antennas is
limited.
1.2 Fundamental limitations of small antennas
The relationship between Q and ka is inversely proportional in all the for-
mulations. One of the most accepted relationship is given as [11]
Qmin = η
(
1
ka
+
1
n(ka)3
)
(1.1)
Here, η is the antenna efficiency and factor n is the number of modes con-
tained within the antenna. Also, k = 2π
λ
is the wave number and a is the
radius of the sphere enclosing the antenna.
The small antennas have a size defined by the radius of Chu’s sphere,
which is a fraction of the wavelength and also, (1.1) clarifies that this leads
to highQ for these small antennas. An antenna is fundamentally a bandpass
filter having one port connected with conductive field and the other with a
radiative field. The bandwidth parameter is significant for any antenna and
limited bandwidth can be improved at the expense of antenna efficiency
3
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Figure 1.1: Antenna matching improvement using a lossless reactive match-
ing network.
[18]. A lossy antenna has high reflection coefficient and poor efficiency,
which implies a trade-off in the efficiency-bandwidth product relationship.
The relationship of fractional bandwidth B of a standalone antenna with Q
and voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) is given as [14]
Bmax =
1
Qmin
(V SWR− 1)√
(V SWR)
(1.2)
1.2 clarifies that the maximum achievable fractional bandwidth for some
VSWRs is dependent on the lower bound of Q, which in turn is dependent
upon the antenna size and efficiency as shown in 1.1. Therefore, the high
Q of small antennas restrict the bandwidth for self-resonating antennas. As
shown in Fig. 1.1, bandwidth can be improved by using a lossless matching
circuit that could minimise the VSWR to a certain extent. However, the
maximum achievable bandwidth using a lossless passive matching network
is limited by the fundamental limit of matching, which is given by Bode and
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Fano [18, 19] as
B =
1
Q
π
ln( 1
Γmax
)
(1.3)
Γmax in 1.3 is the maximum reflection coefficient allowed with passive loss-
less matching network. Also, high value of Q in small antennas limits the
maximum impedance bandwidth B.
1.3 Motivation
The aforementioned performance limitations have significantly induced en-
couragement to research the methods and practices available, which can
outweigh these limitations. Overcoming Foster’s reactance theorem [20]
provides a mechanism through which the limitations of ESAs can be sur-
mounted. The reactance theorem had been presented almost a century
ago, which states that, a lossless reactance variation with frequency must
have a positive slope. In other words, the frequency derivative of a lossless
passive circuit reactance is always positive. This theorem is applicable for
any lossless passive matching network.
In general, ESAs exhibits high Q impedances due to their large reac-
tances and small radiation resistances. As discussed in previous section,
the matching of any small antenna using lossless passive element is limited
by its bandwidth. The effectiveness of passive lossless matching network
for a load is limited by gain bandwidth theory. A negative impedance cir-
cuit (NIC) or non-Foster circuit (NFC) demonstrates non-Foster behaviour
which has a negative slope of impedance. The NFC circuits are negative in-
ductors or negative capacitors which nullify the reactance of antennas over
a wide range of frequencies. This non-Foster based active impedance match-
ing approach is sufficient to overcome the aforementioned gain-bandwidth
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product limitation and emerges to be a promising design solution for ESAs
with low profile, wide bandwidth and high gain. There are certain advan-
tages and challenges which are inspiring to carry forward as research in
this domain and a well planned investigation is required to identify the true
potential of non-Foster approach in small antenna enhancement.
1.4 Non-Foster circuits
Non-Foster circuits contradicts the Foster’s reactance theorem and possess
negative frequency derivative of reactance or susceptance. These circuits
are artificially designed using active elements to obtain equivalent negative
inductance or capacitance. Conventionally, the loading effect of an inductor
L is cancelled by a capacitive element C and the narrow band resonance is
obtained at frequency, 1
2π
√
LC
. Non-Foster element, −L cancels the inductive
load at all frequencies and shows a unique characteristic that opens gateway
for many interesting applications in the microwave regime. While moving
from load towards the generator in Smith’s chart, passive elements rotate
clockwise with frequency, but NFCs/NICs rotate counter-clockwise, thus,
leading towards a negative delay. As shown in Figure 1.2, the non-Foster
matching results in a theoretically infinite bandwidth irrespective of the
band-limited conventional matching.
1.4.1 Advantages
In theory, NFCs overcame Chu’s limit of small antennas and Bode-Fano’s
limitation of matching an arbitrary impedance. In true words, Chu’s funda-
mental limit is defined for passive structures whereas the Bode-Fano limit is
applicable only for a lossless matching network. Due to the active circuitry
6
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Figure 1.2: Comparison of conventional matching and non-Foster matching,
showing the bandwidth enhancement.
involved in NFC design, the studies here, does not violate the standard def-
inition of any of the fundamental limits of small antennas. Furthermore,
these NFCs are useful for size reduction of an antenna with a active match-
ing network to obtain high bandwidths. An antenna self-resonating in GHz
range could be matched to VHF range using a compact non-Foster circuitry
[5]. The improvement in radiation bandwidth can be achieved with non-
Foster inclusion, but much less than the impedance bandwidth due to the
presence of additional losses. Additionally, SNR (signal-to-noise-ratio) im-
provement has also been achieved which is limited to the noise figure of
NFC. Further, an active wideband absorber has be realised using the non-
Foster inclusion in the conventional approach [21]. It is also observed that
a non-dispersive superluminal propagation is achievable in a transmission
line loaded with non-Foster elements [22].
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1.4.2 Challenges
Non-Foster study introduces many additional challenges that are needed
to be addressed. In the conventional approach, active elements involved
in the NFCs are cross-coupled transistor pairs that provide positive feed-
backs to develop non-Foster impedances. Stability in this feedback loop is
difficult to achieve due to its oscillation sensitivity. Another critical issue
encountered here is, that these transistors are sources of shot noise which
degrades the overall performance of the antenna in receiver mode. The
noise is introduced and the noise figure measurements have been discussed
in chapter 5. Additionally, fundamental limit for SNR improvement has
been proposed. The scope of simultaneous power and information transfer
using an NFC integrated antenna have been investigated and the system
performance limitations have also been discussed. Apart from the noise
related challenges, the non-linear behaviour of the NFC with an increased
input power restricts its application for high power transmission.
1.5 Thesis organisation
The thesis presents conventional and a novel NFC design for improvement
in the performance of small antennas. Due to a few limitations of non-Foster
elements, antenna performance is limited only to certain advantages.
Chapter 1 introduces the fundamental bandwidth limitations of small an-
tenna and also presents an NFC-based solution for performance enhance-
ment.
Chapter 2 presents the background theory regarding conventional designs
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of NFCs/NICs and also discusses about the modern techniques to achieve
non-Foster impedance. Literature review and background study of non-
Foster matched small antennas have also been covered along with the solu-
tion for stability issues.
Chapter 3 explains the design and development of various stable NFCs.
The primary goal here is, to prototype and measure bipolar junction tran-
sistor (BJT) based NFC. Further, the chapter explores about NFCs using a
graphene field-effect transistor (GFET) and presents the design and stability
simulation. Finally, a novel alternative approach for NFC design has been
proposed using a resonant tunnelling diode (RTD) along with its capabili-
ties to achieve stability and miniaturisation.
Chapter 4 describes the integration of developed NFC with a suitable passive
antenna. It also shows the estimation of Chu’s limit for an NFC integrated
antenna. Additionally, it presents the prototype of a BJT-based NFC antenna
and its impedance and radiation characterisation. Furthermore, the chapter
also discusses about the matching of an ESA model using RTD-based NFC
network.
Chapter 5 presents the noise analysis along with its effect on SNR and sys-
tem performances. The noise figure measurement of a BJT-based NFC has
been performed under consideration of uncertainty. A fundamental limit for
SNR improvement has been derived and the noise performance of BJT-based
NFC antenna has been evaluated along with the investigation of channel ca-
pacity and power delivery in communication systems.
9
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Chapter 6 summarises the advantages of NFC integrated antennas and as-
sociated research challenges in the field of antenna and microwave applica-
tions.
1.6 Novel Contribution
The key contributions of the presented work is summarised below
1. A BJT-based NFC has been designed, simulated, fabricated and tested
to obtain negative capacitance up to 1 GHz frequency range.
2. A novel approach to obtain various combinations of NFCs has been in-
troduced using the RTDs and a general solution has been presented by
broadband matching of small antenna model. Also, graphene-based
FET approach is exhibited to achieve the non-Foster impedance and
its stability conditions.
3. The improvement in radiation bandwidth has been measured with the
inclusion of a BJT-based NFC in conventional ESAs.
4. Noise figure measurements of a BJT-based NFC has been performed
and the uncertainty calculations have been estimated.
5. Fundamental limit of Q and the corresponding theoretical limit for
SNR improvement for an NFC integrated antenna has been derived.
6. The improvement in SNR bandwidth has been evaluated for NFC in-
tegrated antennas in comparison to its passive counterpart.
7. System performance in terms of simultaneous power and information
transfer has been investigated in an NFC integrated antenna.
10
Chapter 2
Background of Non-Foster
Impedance Circuits in Antennas
In contrast to passive circuit elements, non-Foster components have nega-
tive reactance slope with frequency variation. This unique feature provides
interesting and promising outcomes for microwave applications, such as
broadband matching of small antennas, RF absorbers, high impedance sur-
faces, meta-materials (MTMs) and more. This chapter reviews the basic
theoretical research methodology of the NFCs and their circuit realisation
using conventional techniques. The NFCs are intrinsically unstable due to
the negative impedance, which can potentially lead to producing unwanted
oscillations. Due to this particular drawback NFCs often cannot operate as a
standalone device. A literature review on NFC stability and its contribution
in the performance enhancement of small antennas has also been discussed.
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2.1 Introduction to non-Foster circuits
Non-Foster impedance is artificially designed and all the conventional re-
actances follow Foster’s reactance theorem, which emphasises that, for any
single or two-port passive and lossless network, the reactance always in-
creases monotonically with the frequency. In other words, this artificially
designed element exhibits negative impedance and the corresponding cir-
cuits are then, known as NICs or NFCs. The design of non-Foster impedance
circuits using vacuum tubes [23] and bipolar transistors [1] was proposed
in the early 50s. The NFCs were primarily invented to provide negative
resistance (gain) for repeaters in telephone plants to overcome transmis-
sion line losses. The concept of non-Foster impedance was proposed in the
1920s by Merrill and later in 1951, the vacuum tube based NFC was pre-
sented [23]. These NFCs were bulky and fragile in terms of performance,
sensitivity and had a limited life-cycle. Two years later, Linvill proposed
balanced and unbalanced bipolar transistor-based voltage-inversion NICs
(VNICs) which offered improved performance as compared to the existing
ones, owing to their light weight, rigid prototype and durability. However,
practical behaviour of these NICs was not even close with the ideal de-
sign and hence, the necessity for a compensation network was required,
which was later proposed by Larkey [24]. In the same year, Yanagisawa
[25] introduced a transistor-based current inversion NIC (INIC) and also
performed the experiments on the same to verify the parameters. Later in
1959, Indiresan described that application of negative resistance is suitable
for implemention in dc analogue computers[26].
Overall, the aforementioned transistor design methodologies and the ac-
tive component operation is dependent upon the biasing mechanism which
12
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Figure 2.1: The circuit showing utilisation of non-Foster elements within
two networks (a) Two-port floating series element (b) One-port grounded
shunt element.
is provided by a dedicated external dc power supply. An internal biasing
technique was proposed by Nagata, [27] which offered reasonable linearity
from dc to the cut-off transistor range.
2.2 Design concept and procedures
Until late 60s, NFCs were well-known in engineering applications, but its
practical realisation was still confined due to the stability issues. As on date,
the hardware implementation of a stable NFC is quite challenging at high
frequencies. Hence, the basic conceptual design of non-Foster impedance
generators has been studied here in detail which is then followed by various
possible practical design methodologies of implementation. A negative or
non-Foster impedance is achieved across both the terminals of a two-port
network with an active circuit configuration and a passive load impedance.
This two-port NFC can be used in a series or shunt configuration as shown
in Fig. 2.1(a) and Fig. 2.1(b) respectively. The NFC design configuration
includes active components like transistors, connected in a cross-coupled
manner as shown in Fig. 2.2 with the necessary biasing mechanism. It
comprises of four stability poles such that the input and output currents are
13
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Figure 2.2: The basic voltage and current relationship in an series NFC
circuit.
Figure 2.3: NFC as a two-port network with load transformation at the
input terminals.
equal, but the input voltage is inverted at the output terminals which has
been shown in Fig 2.2. The red line shows voltage (VBE) while the blue line
shows current (ICE) that establishes the negative input impedance, seen
across the emitter terminals. The two-port hybrid circuit analysis of VNICs
and INICs are implemented in the next section.
2.3 Hybrid parameters representation
Any non-Foster impedance circuit can be analogized to an ideal transformer
that transforms a passive load impedance to a negative impedance scaled
by a factor of k as shown in Fig. 2.3. The conversion factor k is a positive
integer, also known as the conversion ratio, which is equal to 1 in an ideal
14
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Figure 2.4: Equivalent h-model of the non-Foster impedance circuit.
case and may vary frequency for other practical applications.
The hybrid model of negative impedance can be well represented by
using hybrid or h-parameters as shown in Fig. 2.4. The hybrid circuit matrix
is given as V1
I2
 =
h11 h12
h21 h22

I1
V2
 (2.1)
Hence, the circuit equations at the input and output ports are given by
V1 = h11I1 + h12V2 (2.2)
and,
I2 = h21I1 + h22V2 (2.3)
Now, if port 2 is terminated with ZL, the impedance seen across port 1 or
the input impedance is given by
Zin =
V1
I1
= h11 −
kZL
1 + h22ZL
(2.4)
where, k=h12.h21
For the condition in hybrid model, assuming h11=h22=0
15
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Figure 2.5: h-model of an ideal current inversion negative impedance cir-
cuit.
The input impedance becomes negative to the load value as
Zin = −k.ZL (2.5)
Also, Ideally, k=h12.h21=1 and hence,
Zin = −ZL (2.6)
The possibility of negative impedance here could be either by inversion of
current or voltage. The current inversion without affecting the polarity of
input and output voltages is known as an INIC as shown in Fig. 2.5. The
h-matrix for current inversion NIC is depicted as
h =
0 1
1 0
 (2.7)
The voltage and current relationship in the current inversion model is given
by
I1 = I2 = (−IL) (2.8)
16
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Figure 2.6: h-model of an ideal voltage inversion negative impedance cir-
cuit.
and,
V1 = V2 (2.9)
An operational amplifier (op-amp) based NFC, as a current inversion circuit
will also be discussed later in this chapter.
Similar to INIC, reversing the polarity of voltage without changing the
current directions, in order to achieve negative impedance, is called VNIC
as shown in Fig. 2.6. The h-matrix for voltage inversion NIC is given as
h =
 0 −1
−1 0
 (2.10)
The voltage and current relationship in this voltage inversion model is given
by
I1 = −I2 = IL (2.11)
and,
V1 = −V2 (2.12)
Thus, it is concluded that all non-Foster impedance circuits comprise of ac-
tive elements that are responsible for negative impedance either by current
inversion through a load while keeping the same voltage, or by voltage in-
version across the load while maintaining the current through it. A bipolar
17
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transistor-based Linvill model is a practical implementation of the voltage
inversion model.
The NIC implementations are widely referred as NFCs because the neg-
ative slope of reactance contradicts Foster’s theorem for lossless and pas-
sive devices which suggests the presence of a positive slope for reactance
with frequency at all times. Hence, NICs and NFCs are used as synonyms
throughout the thesis.
2.4 Theory of non-Foster impedance circuits
This section talks about the conventional design techniques to achieve non-
Foster impedance. The circuit analysis for op-amp NFC as well as BJT-based
NFC have been presented here.
A non-Foster impedance circuit is implemented using active devices along
with passive elements. An op-amp based NFC is the conventional approach
for low-frequency designs [28]. The NFC can also be realised in VHF band
by investigating alternative design methods. A cross-coupled BJT pair with
positive feedback was introduced by Linvill and has also been conveyed
to this thesis [1]. Recently, a graphene-based transistor, known as the
graphene field-effect transistor (GFET) has been proposed as an integrated
chip, alternative to the BJT approach [29]. Few RTD-based non-Foster
impedance circuits have also been presented in this chapter to attain a low
form factor and high bandwidth solution. Each RTD-based NFC has only
one active element and few passive components [5]. Detailed description
of the aforementioned methods is presented in following subsections.
18
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Figure 2.7: An op-amp based non-Foster impedance circuit.
2.4.1 Operational amplifier NIC model
The op-amp based non-Foster impedance circuit is a conventional approach
exhibiting a positive feedback and works on the principle of current inver-
sion, as discussed in section 2.3 [30]. As the zeros and poles of the op-amp
are accurately defined, these are easy to stabilise. Also, the surface mount
packages of op-amps are readily available, easy to design and less sensitive
to the parasitic losses. Additionally, the design flexibility is contained due
to the package solution that has high feedback gain and limited freedom of
control. Due to this restriction in controlling of positive feedback large loop
gain, the bandwidth is very limited and has a low operational range (< 40
MHz). As shown in Fig. 2.7, the virtual open characteristics of an op-amp
results in,
V+ = V− = ILZL (2.13)
and,
I+ = I− = 0 (2.14)
19
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The currents through the resistors are given as
I1 =
V+ − V0
R1
(2.15)
and
I2 =
V− − V0
R2
=
I1R1
R2
(2.16)
Hence, the current relationship in the circuit is given as
Iin = I1 =
I2R2
R1
= −ILR2
R1
(2.17)
Thus, the input impedance is given as
Zin =
Vin
Iin
=
ILZLR1
−ILR2
= −R1
R2
ZL (2.18)
Thus, it is shown that the negative impedance achieved due to the current
Iin is inverted through the load ZL. Hence, this approach is known as the
current inversion method to obtain non-Foster impedance. A breadboard
circuit design has been implemented to comprehend an op-amp based non-
Foster impedance circuit at 10 MHz. As shown in Fig. 2.8, the current
waveform observed at the output terminal is exactly in phase opposition to
that of the input signal. As the polarity of voltage remains unchanged at
both terminals, the current waveform undergoes inversion which implies
the realisation of non-Foster characteristics. Also, the bandwidth is limited
in an op-amp design due to high feedback fixed loop gain, which restricts
its applications in VHF and higher frequency bands. A bipolar transistor
approach with suitable biasing circuit can fine tune the loop gain and hence,
the bandwidth enhancement could be envisioned.
20
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Figure 2.8: Measurements of current inverting negative impedance con-
verter (INIC). (a) The input-output voltage across op-amp with load 1000
Ω and R1 = R2, is in-phase but attenuated for a 10 MHz waveform. (b) The
input-output current is out of phase for same 10 MHz waveform.
2.4.2 Linvill’s model
A BJT-based transistor design proposed by Linvill [1] provides an alternative
approach to the previously mentioned op-amp based NFC. The circuit block
between the load and input, which is responsible for generating negative
impedance comprises of configurations that have different conversion ratio
(k) [31]. This conversion ratio is dependent on the passive and the active
network configuration.
Linvill model as shown in Fig. 2.9 is the focal point here, as it is highly
suitable for our application. A two-port balanced floating series NFC circuit
has its emitter terminals of cross-coupled transistors connected to the input
port while the collector terminals are connected to load elements. This is
an open-circuit model representation. On the contrary, a short-circuit model
has collector terminals connected to its input port and the emitter terminals
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Figure 2.9: Configuration of OCS transistor based NFC by Linvill [1].
connected to the load. As shown in Fig. 2.9, the collector current of one
transistor is fed to the base of the other and vice-versa. The biasing network
is symmetrical for both the transistors and is isolated from the RF input-
output path using dc blocking capacitors. Practically, entirety of current
I1 flows to the collector and cross-coupled back to the base of transistor.
Thus, the input terminals are active due to the low emitter-base resistance,
which results in the inversion of voltage across the load. An emitter resistor
in the biasing network is responsible for current adjustments that assists
the biasing stability. It is symmetrical to both the transistors and keeps the
biasing point stable. A variable resistor is a better choice to shift the biasing
point and tune the performance of transistors in order to achieve the desired
non-Foster impedance.
The circuit in Fig. 2.9 can be modelled as shown in Fig. 2.10, where
transistors are replaced by their equivalent circuit model with least approx-
imations. Both the transistors are represented as T model, where emitter
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Figure 2.10: Equivalent circuit of OCS NFC circuit for circuit analysis.
and base terminals are replaced by their appropriate resistances rε and rb
respectively. α is a large signal current gain in common base transistor
configuration which is defined as the ratio of collector current to the emit-
ter current. The collector terminal is replaced by a parallel combination
of current dependent current source and collector resistance rc. Zg and
Zd represents the base biasing current resistance and dc blocking capacitor
along the feedback path respectively. As shown in Fig. 2.10, the voltage at
different junctions can be calculated as
Vb = Va − I1rε (2.19)
Vc = Vb − (1− α)I1rb (2.20)
Vd = I1rε + 1− α)I1rb (2.21)
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Current, Ix through the base current setting resistance is calculated using
the potential difference between Vc and Vd as
Ix =
Vc − Vd
2Zg
(2.22)
Furthermore,
Ix =
Va − 2I1rε − 2(1− α)I1rb
2Zg
(2.23)
Also, the current flowing through the feedback paths are given as
Iy = (1− α)I1 − Ix (2.24)
and,
Iz = αI1 − Iy (2.25)
Now, solving Iz and Iy in terms of V1 and I1
Iy = (1− α)I1 −
Va − 2I1rε − 2(1− α)I1rb
2Zg
(2.26)
and
Iz = (2α− 1)I1 +
Va − 2I1rε − 2(1− α)I1rb
2Zg
(2.27)
Iz can also be calculated by employing KVL at load loop,
Iz =
Vd + IyZd − (Vc − IyZd)
ZA
(2.28)
Now, equating both the equations of Iz, we get
Vd + 2IyZd − Vc = αI1ZA − ZAIy (2.29)
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2I1rε + 2(1− α)I1rb − Va + 2IyZd = αI1ZA − ZAIy (2.30)
Va − I1(2rε + 2(1− α)rb − αZA) = (2Zd + ZA)Iy (2.31)
Substituting Iy, we get
V1 − I1(2rε + 2(1− α)rb − αZA)
= (2Zd + ZA)
{
(1− α)I1 +
V1 − 2I1rε − 2(1− α)I1rb
2Zg
}
(2.32)
Va
I1
=
(2re + 2(1− α)rb + 2(1− α)Zg) (2Zd+ZA)2Zg + (2re + 2(1− α)rb − αZA)
2Zg+2Zd+ZA
2Zg
(2.33)
Zin =
(2re + 2(1− α)rb)(2Zd + ZA) + 2Zg(2re + 2(1− α)rb)
2Zg + 2Zd + ZA
− 2αZgZA − 2(1− α)Zg)(2Zd + ZA)
2Zg + 2Zd + ZA
(2.34)
Zin =
(2re + 2(1− α)rb)(2Zd + ZA + 2Zg)
2Zg + 2Zd + ZA
− 2αZgZA − 2(1− α)Zg)(2Zd + ZA)
2Zg + 2Zd + ZA
(2.35)
Zin = 2re + 2(1− α)rb −
2αZgZA − 2(1− α)Zg)(2Zd + ZA)
2Zg + 2Zd + ZA
(2.36)
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Zin = 2re + (1− α)
(
2rb +
2Zg(2Zd + ZA)
2Zg + 2Zd + ZA
)
− 2αZgZA
2Zg + 2Zd + ZA
(2.37)
Zin = 2re + (1− α)
(
2rb +
2Zg(2Zd + ZA)
2Zg + 2Zd + ZA
)
− 2αZgZA(Zg + Zd)
2Zg + 2Zd + ZA
1
Zg + Zd
(2.38)
Zin = 2re + (1− α)
(
2rb +
2Zg(2Zd + ZA)
2Zg + 2Zd + ZA
)
− αZP
Zg
Zg + Zd
(2.39)
Where, ZP is the parallel combination of ZA and 2(Zg + Zd). At high fre-
quencies, the impedance of dc blocking capacitors Zd are nearly zero as they
behave similar to a short-circuit for radio frequencies.
Zin = 2re + (1− α)2rb + (1− α)
2ZgZA
2Zg + ZA
− αZP (2.40)
As ZP in the absence of Zd is equivalent to the parallel combination of ZA
and 2Zg. The updated equation becomes
Zin = 2re + (1− α)2rb + (1− 2α)ZP (2.41)
While deriving, the approximation ZA
rc
is negligible, when the load and rc
are in the order of kilo ohms and mega ohms respectively. The first term
has emitter resistance, rε which is inversely proportional to the emitter cur-
rent (rε = 13Ω at 2 mA). As the variation of emitter current is small due
to the change in collector current, the typical value of rε is 25 Ω. The base
resistance, rb is typically few hundred ohms ( 200 Ω). The large signal cur-
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Figure 2.11: The input impedance calculation for 1k resistive load using
different transistors. Transistors with high cut-off frequency offer better
flatness in negative impedance.
rent gain, α is typically between 0.95 to 1 which minimises the second term
in (2.41). The third term is close to -ZP and poses to be the most dominat-
ing term offering negative impedance. Also, α is frequency dependent for
transistors as
α =
α0
1 + jf
fc
(2.42)
Where α0 = 1 and fc = cut-off frequency. (2.41) and (2.42) are utilised
to calculate input impedance for 1000 Ω load. Considering different cut-
off frequencies of the transistor as shown in Fig. 2.11, it is observed that
a transistor with high cut-off level is required for achieving a flat negative
impedance. The constant negative impedance is noticeable up to one-tenth
of the cut-off frequency. Hence, it is concluded that the transistor selection
is very critical, and a 20 GHz cut-off frequency transistor leads operation of
an NFC up to 2 GHz.
A BJT-based NFC operates on the principle of voltage inversion NFC by
inverting the voltage across the load, while keeping the direction of the
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current unchanged. The cross-coupled BJT has a biasing circuitry which
makes it easy for tuning the loop gain of the transistor pair. Since, the
product of loop gain and operational bandwidth is constant, this advantage
of bandwidth control makes it useful for high-frequency operation up to
VHF/UHF band. These factors encourage the development of a BJT-based
NFC prototype in chapter 3 and the integration of NFC with an ESA in
chapter 4.
The op-amp NFCs have limited bandwidth due to high feedback loop
gain. Also, BJT-based NFCs are sensitive to parasitics as the poles and zeros
are not well defined, which may further lead to high occurrences of stabil-
ity issues. Various other novel design techniques for NFC implementation
have also been presented in the thesis. These methodologies are broadly
described in the next section.
2.5 Modern techniques for NFC design
In recent years, the NFC design has been focussed for applications beyond
HF and VHF bands. Most of these NFC designs are primarily based on
Linvill’s model and are implemented as low-cost printed circuit technology
with surface mount BJTs [32, 33, 22, 34, 35]. Apart from the conventional
techniques, Weldon et al. [2] presented a simple two-transistor negative
inductor which has been measured and fabricated in 0.5 µm CMOS process
as shown in Fig. 2.12(a). The measured results demonstrates an inductance
value of -95 nH up to 0.5 GHz, falling to -85 nH at 0.75 GHz and -63 nH
at 1 GHz. An additional negative resistance of -260 Ω was also measured
at low frequencies, as shown in Fig. 2.12(b) which falls down to -50 Ω at 1
GHz. This negative resistance may be mitigated with positive resistance or
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may be used for gain applications.
Figure 2.12: Figures from Weldon et al. [2]: (a) The red box showing
the prototype negative inductance circuit. (b) The measured data from
prototype circuit showing inductance (nH) and resistance (Ω).
A similar floating negative inductance is presented by White et al. [3] at
HRL laboratories using the differential negative impedance inverters (NII)
derived from Linvill’s unbalanced NIC. The negative inductance IC has been
contrived using the IBM 8 HP BiCMOS processor as shown in Fig. 2.13
which can be tuned in the range, −64 nH to −40n H. The experimental
studies indicate impedance across the port to be very low. Hence, the IC is
short-circuit-stable and is dc coupled at the terminals. This makes it useful
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for a slot antenna to easily cancel out the susceptance.
Figure 2.13: Figure from White et al. [3]: The photograph is showing the
1 mm2 die of the negative inductance circuit.
Recently, Saadat et al. [4] presented the design and performance anal-
ysis of a negative inductor circuit based on the Linvill’s open-circuit-stable
topology. The inductor is implemented in a 65 nm CMOS processor, with
the measurement of −1 nH from 100 MHz to 6 GHz. Additionally, a low
power consumption of 5 mW was also achieved. The microphotograph of
the proposed negative inductor is shown in Fig.2.14(a), whereas the satis-
fying agreement between simulated and measured results is shown in Fig.
2.14(b).
A GFET design is proposed [36] with an improved carrier mobility anal-
ysis. The schematic of GFET inclusive of parasitics has been shown in Fig.
2.15. An NFC implementation has been carried out using the proposed
GFET approach in similarity to the BJT approach [29]. The main intention
of this work is to explore the possibility of IC based non-Foster impedance
circuits being similar to IC based capacitive NFC [37] and an inductive NFC
[4]. The design of graphene based NFC has also been carried out in this
chapter 3.
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Figure 2.14: Figures from Saadat et al. [4]: (a) Microphotograph of the
proposed negative inductor. (b) The comparison between measured and
simulated negative inductance.
Further improvement to negative impedance generation accompanied
by the development of GaAs fabrication process is materialised by the neg-
ative differential resistance based technique [38]. The tunnel diode is a p-n
junction device in which, the voltage increases as the current through it de-
creases (exhibits negative resistance). The depletion region then, becomes
thin ( 10 nm) as the p and n region are highly doped. The Fermi level moves
above the conduction band for n-type and below the valence band for p-type
such that the electrons freely move from the conduction band of n-region
to the valance band of p-region. It is noteworthy that, the energy of parti-
cles do not change during this phenomenon. The fundamental limitation in
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Figure 2.15: Schematic of GFET with parasitics inclusion.
the IC fabrication of a tunnel diode is its high junction capacitance. Chang
[39] proposed the double-barrier structure having a thin GaAs sandwiched
between two GaAlAs barriers shown in Fig. 2.16(a). The scanning electron
microscope (SEM) of a quantum barrier RTD developed at the University of
Leeds is also shown in Fig. 2.16(b). An RTD structure, when biased just
beyond resonance, has a negative differential resistance (NDR) and a nega-
tive slope in the current versus voltage characteristics as shown in Fig. 2.17.
This NDR region is the operating point of the RTD as a negative resistance
device, which is also used for the negative element designs and finally for
non-Foster matching networks. The RTD fabricated is sample biased at a
negative differential resistance and offers -50 Ω resistance and a relatively
low inductance as shown in Fig. 2.18.
As previously discussed, one of the most well-known NFC topologies is
the BJT-based NFC where a BJT pair flips the direction of current (or volt-
age) through a load while maintaining the polarity of voltage (or current).
Due to size constraints, it is difficult to incorporate these BJT-based NFCs
within each element of the periodic MTM structure. Alternatives to the
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Figure 2.16: Design process of resonant tunnelling diode: (a) Double bar-
rier structure of resonant tunnel diode. (b) SEM of a quantum barrier reso-
nant tunnelling diode.
Figure 2.17: Current-voltage characteristics of diode showing negative re-
sistance region for RF characterisation.
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Figure 2.18: The resistance and inductance across the diode operating at
negative resistance biasing region i.e. 2.75 V.
Linvill NFC approach have also been implemented through SiGe BiCMOS
processes to overcome size limitations, parasitics reduction and to extend
operational frequencies [4, 40]. A unique feature in RTD-based NFCs is
the very low power consumption as compared to BJT-based designs which
has also been presented in this thesis. Also, apart from the RTD, all cir-
cuit elements here are passive in nature. Thus, once a potentially stable
RTD is established, it highly reduces the complexity of the circuit realisa-
tion process. Chapter 3.4 is dedicated to the implementation of RTD-based
negative impedance that includes detailed designs. The next section discuss
the practical challenges to realise a negative impedance device.
2.6 Compensation network for non-Foster cir-
cuits
Practical realisation of the aforementioned design approaches, except for
the op-amp based design, is cumbersome due to their inherent potential
instability. This section will provide an overview on the requirements of
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the compensation circuits followed by the specific values of components
needed to overcome the oscillatory behaviour of the NFCs. A non-ideal
NFC has non-zero h11 and h22 which needs to be compensated using a pas-
sive network for making them approach wizero [41]. A passive network
in series with the practical NFC at one port and in shunt at the other port
can make the overall two-port network as an ideal NFC (h11 = h22 = 0).
By circuit analysis of h matrix of the overall network with the inclusion of
compensation network is given as
H =
 h11+Z2∆h1+h11Y1+h22Z2+Y1Z2∆h h121+h11Y1+h22Z2+Y1Z2
h21
1+h11Y1+h22Z2+Y1Z2∆h
h22
1+h11Y1+h22Z2+Y1Z2∆h
 (2.43)
Where, ∆h = h11h22 − h12h21 An ideal current inversion NFC has a h matrix
as
H =
 0 h12
h21 0
 (2.44)
Now, let k = h12.h21 Comparing (2.43) and (2.44),
Z2 =
−h11
∆h
(2.45)
Y1 =
−h22
∆h
(2.46)
Substituting (2.45) and (2.46) in (2.44), we get
H =
 0 −
∆h
h21
−∆h
h12
0
 (2.47)
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Also, the conversion factor k is
k =
∆h2
h12h21
(2.48)
Since, Z2 and Y1 are positive passive network elements, k factor is also
positive. So, we arrive at two possible sets of conditions, Condition I
h11 ≥ 0
h22 ≥ 0
∆h < 0
h12h21 > 0
and Condition II
h11 ≤ 0
h22 ≤ 0
∆h > 0
h12h21 > 0
Condition I will be satisfied when
h11h22 < h12h21
And, condition II will be satisfied when
h11h22 > h12h21
When h11 or h22 of the non-ideal NFC is zero, only one compensation net-
work is sufficient. If,
h11 = 0
(2.45) and (2.46) respectively becomes
Y1 =
h22
h12h21
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Z2 = 0
Else,
h22 = 0
then, (2.45) and (2.46) respectively becomes
Z2 =
h11
h12h21
Y1 = 0
In both these cases, the h matrix of the compensated network is made up of
non-ideal NFC having both non-zero h11 and h22 as shown in (2.48) is
kbothnonzero =
∆h2
h12h21
(2.49)
and the conversion factor of compensated network made up of non-ideal
NFC having either h11 or h22 is zero
konenonzero = h12h21 (2.50)
As we proceed, the condition to be satisfied is
∆h < 0
That means
h11h22 < h12h21
h11h22
h12h21
< 1 (2.51)
We know that
h11h22 > 0
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Also,
h12h21 > 0
It means
h11h22
h12h21
> 0 (2.52)
Using (2.51) and (2.52),
0 <
h11h22
h12h21
< 1 (2.53)
Simplifying (2.49) further and using the above condition in (2.53)
kbothnonzero
h12h21
=
(
h11h22
h12h21
− 1
)2
≤ 1
kbothnonzero≤h12h21
Now, using (2.50),
kbothnonzero = konenonzero (2.54)
From (2.53), it is concluded that the compensated network with both non
zero h11 and h22 for non-ideal NFC has k less than the same network having
one of the h11 or h22 as zero. This verifies that later case is a better prospect
to achieve the input impedance as close to the load impedance. Also, it is
a good practice to design the circuit in such a manner that either h11 or
h22 could be approximated to zero. The addition of passive terminations
control the location of poles and zeros and hence, brings stability to the
overall circuit which is further discussed in next section.
2.7 Stability of non-Foster circuits
As mentioned earlier, the stability of such circuits alone is challenging as
the negative impedance leads to oscillatory behaviour. An NFC is analysed
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as h parameter matrix, and this h parameter intend to be useful for the
stability and noise analysis of the circuit. One of the main challenges for
NFC design, as with any other active component, is its stability. [42, 43]
explored that when the first port of an NFC is passively loaded, it would
lead to open-circuit stability (OCS) or short-circuit stability (SCS) at the
second port. Also, loading of the second port with the same element leads
to short-circuiting stability (SCS) or open-circuit stability (OCS) at the first
port. Also, Brownlie [44] described that any ideal NFC (dc coupled) is in-
evitably open-circuit-unstable (OCU) at one port and short-circuit-unstable
(SCU) at the other port. Hoskins observed that a very simple deviation
from the ideal scenario is sufficient to reproduce the stability phenomenon
in practical circuits [45].
Recent work by Stearns ([46], [47]) verifies that pole-zero analysis is not
suitable for the high-order complex networks. It has also been inferred that
the µ test for unconditional stability [48] is not appropriate for NFCs. The
Routh-Hurwitz stability technique and frequency domain Nyquist criterion,
which was previously congregated by Rajab et al. [49] considers the natural
frequencies of the complete circuit and convinces to useful for NFC stability
analysis.
As discussed, the stability analysis of an NFC has not been performed
using the standard amplifier stability tests like µ test, k test, etc. The Nyquist
criterion has been introduced in order to conduct stability testing in the
frequency domain. It provides stability margins and a design procedure
that allows us to engineer the composite materials to ensure stability over
a range of structural geometries and periodicities. Hence, this technique is
highly preferred for the further integration of the NFCs in the active MTM
structures.
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Figure 2.19: Two-port h-model of NFC circuit with passive terminations for
stabilisation.
The fundamental study of NFC stability has been performed using the
h-matrix in a two-port network as shown in Fig. 2.19. A practical or non-
ideal NFC has a non-zero h11 and h22 which requires a passive compensation
network to approximate them to zero. A passive network in series with a
practical NFC at one port and a passive shunt network at the second port
can make the overall two-port network to operate as an ideal NFC (h11=
h22=0). In an NFC with a compensated circuit, the load impedance con-
nected across the output port appears to be a negative impedance at the
input port. The stability of NFC is dependent on the passive network con-
nected to it. As a result, when performing the stability analysis of NFC, it is
essential to consider the complete system (the NFC and its terminating net-
work together). In a practical circuit, the open and short-circuit conditions
are determined by large and small impedances respectively. Practical NFCs
are SCS and OCU at one port and OCS and SCU at the other to achieve sta-
bility. SCS implies almost zero impedance at one port and hence no zeros
are defined on the right half of s-plane. Also, OCS indicates almost infinite
impedance at another port and hence no poles are defined on the right half
of s-plane. This approach is valid if an NFC and its terminating network are
linearly dependent on the frequency. On the contrary, if it is non-linearly
dependency on frequency with SCS-OCU at one port and OCS-SCU at the
other port, it is essential to prove that the NFC is voltage controlled at one
port and current controlled at the other port.
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Stability problem is a trivial issue in an ideal NFC (h11 = h22 = 0) due
to its symmetry and the fact that both the ports are identical. However, for
a practical NFC, it is required to be concerned about the stability issues.
Consider a practical non-ideal NFC having h matrix as
h =
h11 h21
h12 h22

It is terminated by Z1 and Y2 as shown in Fig. 2.19
V1 = h11I1 + h12V2
I2 = h21I1 + h22V2
substituting I2 = −V2Y2
V2 = −
h21
h22Y2
I1 (2.55)
That gives,
Zi1 =
V1
I1
=
h11h22 − h12h21 + h22Y2
h22 + Y2
(2.56)
Similarly,
Yi2 =
h11h22 − h12h21 + h22Z1
h22 + Z1
(2.57)
In general, Z1 and Y2 are the passive and positive real rational functions.
Z1 =
N1(s)
D1(s)
(2.58)
and
Y2 =
N2(s)
D2(s)
(2.59)
substituting (2.58) and (2.59) in (2.56) and (2.57) respectively, we get
Zi1 =
∆hD2(s) + h11N2(s)
h22D2(s) +N2(s)
(2.60)
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Yi2 =
∆hD1(s) + h22N1(s)
h11D1(s) +N1(s)
(2.61)
And as per the condition I discussed earlier, rewriting the cases again
h11 ≥ 0
h22 ≥ 0
∆h < 0
h12h21 > 0
Both the denominators of Zi1and Yi2 have positive coefficients as these are
Hurwitz polynomials. It also implies that, the input impedance and output
admittance cannot have right half s-plane poles (decaying with time and
stable). At poles, we get infinite input impedance (open-circuit) and infinite
output admittance (short-circuit). This leads to OCS at port 1 and SCS
at port 2. As ∆h < 0, the numerators of both Zi1 and Yi2 have negative
coefficients and hence, the input impedance and output admittance have
left half s-plane zeros (unstable). At zeros, we get zero input impedance
(short-circuit) and zero output admittance (open-circuit). This leads to SCU
at port 1 and OCU at port 2. It concludes that two types of NFCs exists when
its output port is terminated with a passive load.
(a) OCS NFC: have OCS at the input port and SCS at the output port. In
the case of BJT-based NFC, it has emitters at the input-output ports of NFC.
(b) SCS NFC: have SCS at the input port and OCS at the output port.
In the case of BJT-based NFC, it has collectors at the input-output ports of
NFC.
While working on the NFC design process, the focus is mainly on the
OCS NFC. This means that the compensation network connected with the
load in shunt position and for the input, it is connected in a series position.
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These components are quite different from the termination components,
and the conditions for an NFC stability is given as
Rs < Ri (Short-circuit-stable)
Rs > Ri (Open-circuit stable)
If the above two conditions are not satisfied, the NFC becomes unstable and
exhibits oscillations. Sussman-Fort recommended that the above mentioned
inequalities shall be satisfied by at least a factor of two [33].
2.7.1 Routh-Hurwitz stability technique
The stability of NFC is determined by the location of its poles in the complex
plane; the location of poles in the right-half of complex plane will imply
instability. Routh-Hurwitz stability technique [50, 51] is used to identify the
stability of NFC loaded loop. Khalid [49] verified that a negative inductor
in series with the loop will always be unstable, however, a parallel negative
RLC can be designed to be stable. In (2.60) and (2.61), the location of
poles or zeros can be identified using the Routh-Hurwitz stability criterion.
The polynomial is expanded and coefficients are placed in the Routh array
[x,y]. The number of sign change occurrences in the first column decides
the number of roots located on the right-hand side of s-plane which leads
to the instability.
Stability techniques such as the Routh-Hurwitz criterion may be suffi-
cient for an ideal or simple loaded two-port devices, but may pose difficul-
ties when the fabricated NFC deviates from the ideal lumped component
model. It is notable that, the lumped component model can be modified
with the addition of an inductor, capacitor and/or a resistor. This process
leads to the formation of a higher order characteristic polynomial of the
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aforementioned technique and the associated analytical solutions will be-
come more cumbersome. Also, as the NFC circuit will inevitably exhibit
some variation from the ideal model, application of the Routh-Hurwitz cri-
terion or even root finding would potentially require complicated fittings to
implement higher order equivalent circuits. The Nyquist criterion will allow
stability testing for periodic structures along with providing quantification
of the stability margins in frequency domain. The Nyquist contour plot gen-
erated with the product of source impedance Zs and load admittance YL are
analysed to verify the stability at a given operating point.
2.7.2 Nyquist stability criterion
For higher order characteristic polynomials, calculations become increas-
ingly cumbersome. Meanwhile, the NFC prototype will exhibit some vari-
ation from simulations or ideal NFC. Also, the parasitic effects in practical
cases lead to the increased complexity in finding the roots from higher order
characteristic polynomials. Frequency domain technique using Nyquist sta-
bility criterion would be the preferred option in such a scenario [52]. The
Nyquist criterion will facilitate stability testing for periodic structures and
also provide the stability margins in frequency domain. The Nyquist con-
tour generated with the product of source impedance (Zs) and load admit-
tance (Yl) is kept under analysis to verify the stability at a given operating
point. Fig. 2.20 shows the block diagram of the NFC with stability compo-
nents. Nyquist criterion [11] is based on the Cauchy’s argument principle
[53, 54], where the product Zs(s)Yl(s) maps to a closed contour, C into the
complex plane. This contour has an arc of an infinite radius that completely
encloses the right-half of the complex s-plane. Zs(s)Yl(s) is analytic within
the contour C except at a finite number of poles and also with neither poles
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Figure 2.20: Stability element in series with floating two-port NFC to over-
come stability issues.
Figure 2.21: Frequency domain stability analysis using Nyquist contour: the
encirclement of -1 implies unstable behaviour and adequate passive element
results stability.
nor zeros on C. As per the Cauchy’s argument principle,
N = Z − P
where, Z and P are the number of zeros and poles of Zs(s)Yl(s) in C re-
spectively while N is the number of encirclements of origin, considered in
the same sense as C.
The number of clockwise encirclements of -1 with Nyquist contour of
Zs(s)Yl(s) describes the number of unstable poles of the closed loop system.
So, an OCS NFC will have all impedance poles (or admittance zeros) in the
left-half of the s-plane. Also, the admittance poles (or impedance zeros) of
SCS NFC are located in the left-half s-plane only.
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In a practical system, it is possible to set the condition that a stable sys-
tem will not have any encirclement of the -1 point. An OCS NFC will have
all impedance poles (or admittance zeros) in the left-half of s-plane and is
therefore, represented by the source impedance. Conversely, the admittance
poles (or impedance zeros) of an SCS NFC are located in the left-half plane
only, so, the SCS NFC is represented by a load admittance. Fig. 2.21 shows
the contour encircled -1 which has one pole in the right plane leading to in-
stability. To eliminate -1 encirclement, selective stability components can be
connected in series with the NFC. In a practical design, the parasitic effects
are difficult to estimate to evaluate specific passive element requirements.
A suitable load is sufficient to eliminate the -1 encirclement as shown in
Fig. 2.21.
The previous literature provides both, the different design methodolo-
gies and the analysis of stability techniques. Subsequently, it is possible to
apply these circuits to a practical antenna matching network in order to
overcome the performance limitations of antennas and especially for ESAs.
2.8 Performance limitations of small antennas
The antenna resonance is achieved with the use of a matching network
which usually consists of passive elements to resonate the reactance of an-
tenna. These passive matching elements are capacitors for the inductive
loop antennas and inductors in the case of a capacitive monopole. Passive
matching technique always results in a narrow bandwidth due to the fun-
damental limitations of the antenna size as discussed earlier in chapter 1.
Therefore, a different matching network is necessarily required to optimise
the antenna operation at different frequencies. Furthermore, the availabil-
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ity of tunable elements and switching mechanisms within the antenna or
matching network is essential for variable frequency operation. However,
the instantaneous bandwidth is always narrow.
An antenna operating in the 2.4 GHz band is relatively small compared
to those in the VHF or UHF bands, due to the fundamental limit of Q that
was envisioned by Wheeler [6]. An ESA at low frequency is hard to match
owing to its high reactance and low radiation resistance. Chu [7] evaluated
an approximate fundamental limit of minimum Q for different sizes of ideal
antenna enclosed in a hypothetical sphere. This circuit model is based on
the wave impedance of the spherical mode fields. Harrington [8] included
circularly-polarized antennas in the existing Chu’s limit and also related the
effects of antenna gain, size and minimum Q for the near and far-fields.
Later, Collin and Rothschild [9] and Fante [10] predicted that it is impos-
sible to isolate the reactive field energy and radiated field energy due to
their constant non-zero interaction. They all derived their minimum radi-
ation Q based on a radiative field, travelling radially at the speed of light
to enable the estimation of remaining non-radiated field. McLean [11] esti-
mated an exact expression for minimum Q assuming the fact that the field
components with 1/r2 are contributing to radiation energy and all other are
non-radiated components. Yaghjian and Best [14] derived various methods
of Q-estimation for different small dipole-type antennas and verified that
the Q is nearly 1.5 times the Q derived through Chu’s formulation when the
radiating element configuration made optimum use of the volume within
the circumscribing sphere. Thal [16] proposed a new Q, which includes
the energy stored inside the imaginary sphere of the antenna, which was
ignored in Chu’s estimation. Moving ahead with Thal’s work, Hansen and
Collin [55] derived Q formulas for the lower-order TM mode. Next section
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discusses the background of non-Foster inclusion in small antennas which
is conveyed throughout this thesis.
2.9 Non-Foster matching for small antennas
Attempts have been made to match these high-Q small antennas and obtain
bandwidth performance with non-Foster antennas (NFAs) being one of the
solutions. As discussed previously, the NFC disobeys Foster’s reactance the-
orem in where any passive, lossless and n-port network has a reactance or
susceptance slope which is always proportional to the frequency [20]. In an
NFA equivalent circuit, the impedance locus on Smith’s chart may indicate
anti-clockwise movement with increasing frequency due to the negative in-
ductance or capacitance. Poggio and Mayes firstly proposed the application
of NFCs for antenna bandwidth enhancement [56], where several NFCs
were added to each line of a dipole arm. Later, they extended their work
using an op-amp based non-Foster matching at the input of a dipole an-
tenna. The former work on non-Foster matched antennas has been related
to Q reduction of the antenna while the latter has been associated with the
matching of highQ passive antennas using non-Foster elements. In practice,
a small passive antenna is an arbitrary load with high Q with its maximum
bandwidth (using passive lossless elements) limited by the Bode-Fano limit,
irrespective of the number of matching stages. The theoretical work done
so far was first experimentally seen by Bahr [57] by using current inverting
NFC with a short monopole. Skahill [58] and Sussman [33] also contin-
ued similar work for significant improvements in bandwidth. This non-
Foster behaviour can be achieved with bipolar junction transistor-based cir-
cuit models [1], CMOS circuitry [37], [4] and resonant tunnel diode based
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circuits [5].
An attempt to match two-port antenna on one or both the ports has been
done using the switchable or tunable matching networks, which has been
presented in [59]. At low frequency, the wavelength is large and the an-
tenna size becomes electrically small. Thus, it is inferred that the instanta-
neous bandwidth is proportional to the operating frequency. Also, it can be
justified that matching of an antenna in the HF/VHF bands is difficult due
to the fundamental antenna size limitations. An alternative approach to
the passive matching has been achieved through broadband matching that
matches the antenna impedance directly to the input impedance of an LNA
[60]. This alternate impedance matching approach requires only a few com-
ponents when compared to 50 Ω matching which indicates its clear advan-
tage. Additionally, a gain improvement of at least 7 dB has been idealised in
[61]. A comparative study of antenna-LNA co-design has been performed
where one is matched to a 50 Ω with passive elements and the other has
been co-designed with an antenna while maintaining the same transistors
and bias conditions. A cylindrical monopole with an infinite ground plane,
length of 60 cm and diameter of 10 cm in [62] operates between 30 MHz
and 90 MHz. In this work, the input impedance of the antenna has been
evaluated using an antenna model. An L-shaped matching network includ-
ing two inductors of 477 nH and 51.9 nH respectively, obtains the matching
at 60 MHz. A two-port model representation is also developed to compute
the radiation efficiency of passively matched antenna. The efficiency of this
passively matched antenna has been observed to be approximately 80 %
with a narrow bandwidth of 3 MHz. In non-Foster matching approach, a
series combination of -8.657 pF and -234.17 nH results in matching from
36 MHz to 90 MHz with an overall efficiency of 95 % throughout the band
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[62].
An ESA can be modelled by its radiation resistance which is directly pro-
portional to the squares of its operating frequency as well as the frequency
independent reactive component. However, the reactive part of correspond-
ing negative components is subjected to cancellation by matching a small
resistance component with an inductive T transformer [63]. Two series
inductors and a negative shunt inductor cancels out the frequency depen-
dency of resistance and increases its value for resistive matching. Optimum
selection of the inductor values is key in determining the final resistance
value, i.e. 50 Ω [64].
The earliest works on non-Foster matching was proposed by A.D. Harris
et al. using test antennas in [65]. The gain enhancement using a negative
capacitor has been observed on a 16-foot unmatched whip antenna in the
frequency band of 0.5 MHz-10 MHz. An equivalent lumped circuit for the
input impedance of electrically small monopole antenna could be modelled
as a capacitor with series radiation resistance. As the Q of antenna is high,
the parallel equivalent circuit is also valid and has been represented as a
parallel combination of radiation conductance and capacitance as shown
in Fig. 2.22. The antenna capacitance then cancels out by the negative
capacitance achieved due to non-Foster impedance circuit. However, the
noise introduced by active elements in a non-Foster matched antenna was
not considered and the performance was predominantly limited by external
noises. Additionally, dynamic range and non-linear performance of non-
Foster impedance have also been discussed by Harris. Two transmit an-
tennas operating at two adjacent frequencies and a non-Foster impedance
matched antenna have been considered as transmitter and receiver respec-
tively. Three set of signals have been transmitted by this antenna pair:
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two large signals, combination of a large and small signal and two small
signals. The received power has been measured for each case. A large
power reception has been recorded in the case of non-Foster impedance
matched antenna due to its non-linear effects. Also, a conjugate reactive
load element has been suggested for bandwidth enhancement in inductive
dipole antennas by Poggio and Mayes in 1971 [66, 67]. The conjugate
impedance matching term was introduced by Perry in 1973 to emphasise
the partial realisation of active circuit based complex conjugate matching
[68]. The maximum power transfer between generator and an antenna
can be achieved when the internal impedance of generator is equal to the
complex conjugate of antenna’s input impedance. The non-Foster matching
elements are all negative capacitors and the attained bandwidth attained
has been in the range of 0.3 MHz-2.5MHz. Three active matching networks
are also proposed; two of them are voltage inversion non-Foster impedance
circuits implemented with op-amps, whereas, the third is a current inver-
sion non-Foster impedance circuit which involves a transistor-based design
topology.
An op-amp based NFC is used with a short monopole and low-noise pre-
amplifier to achieve matching in the range of 30 MHz to 60 MHz in 1977
[57]. The realisation of a stable negative inductor is a cumbersome design
procedure which is also difficult to implement in practical circuits.
Sussman-Fort has contributed to non-Foster matching of small anten-
nas in the last decade [69], [70], [71], [72], [73], [74] and summarised
in [33]. Unlike the previous one-port grounded shunt connected non-Foster
impedance element, Sussman-Fort has proposed a floating series non-Foster
impedance matching. Here, a negative capacitance in a shunt configuration
with a small monopole antenna has been employed to reduce its overall
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Figure 2.22: Parallel equivalent circuit model for a high Q electrically small
monopole antenna using a shunt NFC.
reactance only for low frequencies as the parallel capacitance-conductance
antenna model is valid only at low frequencies. Also, a series negative
capacitance obtained from a non-Foster impedance circuit has been consid-
ered to attain the high-frequency performance. Sussman-Fort implemented
the balanced Linvill based OCS NFCs using a cross-coupled BJT pair as a
non-Foster impedance matching series element. Both gain and SNR im-
provement from 20 MHz to 120 MHz has been recorded [33]. Also, it is
recommended that a negative LC matching network associated to an ESA
could resolve the high voltage problems in transmit mode. To improve the
power efficiency of antennas in transmit mode, class B and C biased non-
Foster impedance circuits have been introduced.
Similar to the Harris approach [65], a recent experimental study shows
that the reactive part of capacitive antennas can also be matched with a
grounded shunt NFC [75]. An alternative approach to achieve the non-
Foster matching using RTD-based circuits has been proposed in [5], whereas
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chapter 3 discusses the development and measurement of a series floating
non-Foster matching circuit to different capacitive ESAs. The antenna de-
signed here is meander line shaped with low-frequency dependence on the
desired frequency band and also has a low input resistance. Apart from the
negative capacitance, additional positive resistance is offered by the NFC
which increases the real input impedance. The inclusion of resistor affects
the radiation efficiency and thus, the realised gain of antenna to a certain
extent. However, by using a highly unstable inductive T-transformer and
extra negative resistance components, the additional resistive matching can
be avoided. The effect of capacitive non-Foster matching could then be
realised with this slightly degraded but resistively matched antenna.
2.10 Summary
This chapter summarises the background for the realisation of non-Foster
impedance through different design approaches, including conventional ac-
tive elements (op-amp and BJT), as well as novel techniques. The focus of
this thesis is the development of a two-port OCS NFC, which is suitable for
our antenna applications. Also, the stability analysis has been accomplished
which is essential for the practical realisation of these NFCs. h-parameters
have also been discussed for realisation of NFCs, and evaluation of the sta-
bility conditions. A theoretical background about small antennas and vari-
ous non-Foster matching techniques have been put forth in detail. Overall,
this chapter forms the basis of the research contributions presented in the
next chapters.
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Chapter 3
Development of Non-Foster
Impedance Circuits
This chapter presents the design and development of BJT-based NFC proto-
types. The prototype of the two-port OCS, floating and BJT-based negative
capacitance NFC has been developed and measured. The measurement re-
sults shows good agreement up to 1 GHz with the simulation results. The
NFC design form factor is 40 mm by 20 mm including the biasing circuitry,
which has been isolated from the RF path by dc blocking the capacitive and
inductive choke elements.
A similar design approach has been implemented using a graphene de-
vice where both the BJTs have been replaced by a graphene FET model. The
purpose of the GFET is to verify the desired performance and explore the
possibilities of integrated chip solutions for realising the non-Foster charac-
teristics.
Furthermore, it covers a compact non-Foster impedance solution based
on the negative differential resistance devices. The negative resistance de-
vices are fabricated and utilised as building blocks in various NFC designs.
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The RTD-based device is capable of creating an effective negative induc-
tance from a capacitive load, or a negative capacitance from an inductive
load. Later, the operation, modelling and fabrication of the RTD has also
been described. Since stability of any active device is an important design
consideration, the RTD stability has also been analysed. Finally, the RTDs
have been implemented to realise different NFCs.
In the aforementioned cases, extraction of impedance across the two
port of the NFC is the key requirement. The circuit analysis has been per-
formed in the next section for analytical estimation of impedance across the
device.
3.1 Significance of admittance parameters
A two-port non-Foster impedance circuit requires Y - parameters to estimate
the negative impedance across its terminals. These terminals are connected
in series to the network to include the non-Foster behaviour. As shown in
Fig. 3.1, the floating NFC offers negative impedance ZNFC which is equal
to −ZL in an ideal condition as discussed in the previous section. With the
network circuit theory, we get
I1 = −I2 (3.1)
V1 − V2 = I1.ZNFC (3.2)
These equations together cannot be created as a Z parameter model due
to the absence of a direct input-output voltage relationship. The two-port
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Figure 3.1: A floating two-port series NFC circuit model having equivalent
negative impedance ZNFC .
Y -parameters matrix is given as
I1
I2
 =
 1ZNFC −1ZNFC
−1
ZNFC
1
ZNFC

V1
V2
 (3.3)
Since, the representation of Z parameter matrix is not possible for a two-
port floating NFC, the Y21 parameter is required to estimate total impedance
across the terminal, which is given as
ZNFC =
−1
Y21
(3.4)
The above analysis clearly shows that the estimation of ZNFC in a floating
two port non-Foster series element (balanced) using Z21 is not an appro-
priate way and is always estimated using Y -parameters. In the case of a
grounded one-port non-Foster shunt element (unbalanced), either Z pa-
rameters or Y parameters or both are equally applicable. This analysis has
been instrumental in extracting the negative capacitance which is witnessed
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in rest of the chapters, covering the development of two-port non-Foster
impedance circuits.
3.2 BJT-based NFC design
An OCS, two port floating NFC has a high impedance across the ports and
the emitter terminal of bipolar transistor, which has been connected to in-
put and output ports as shown in 2.9. As verified in Fig. 2.11, the transistor
required for the design must have a very high cut-off frequency to achieve
linearity at high frequencies. The BJT spice model used here is BFG 405W
of NXP Semiconductors [76] having a cut-off frequency around 25 GHz.
The theoretical analysis discussed in the section 2.4.2 justifies that the se-
lected transistor can achieve a constant negative impedance up to 2.5 GHz
( one-tenth of the transistor cut-off). However, the practical performance
achieved would be lower than the theoretical estimation. TDK, Murata and
Panasonic libraries have been referred for accurate analysis of the simula-
tion model. The standard design libraries of transistors and circuit com-
ponents are considered to include parasitic effects in all simulations. The
design has been simulated and optimised using Keysight advanced design
system (ADS) [77].
As discussed earlier, the NFC circuit has been designed with a common
base transistor pair with voltage divider biasing. This biasing holds the
base voltage at a fixed value independently as the base current provided to
the divider circuit may be large compared to the usual base current. The
NFC is designed using an FR-4 substrate with a dielectric constant of 4.4
and a thickness of 0.8 mm. The board size is 20 mm by 40 mm with the
microstrip based 50-Ω traces connected to the surface mounted devices i.e.
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Figure 3.2: A floating BJT-based NFC schematic with essential biasing net-
work and dc blocking capacitors.
Figure 3.3: The fabricated prototypes of the BJT-based two-port NFC based
on circuit diagram shown in 3.2.
transistors, inductors, capacitors and resistors. The RF choke in the dc lines
additionally restricts the coupling of RF, as the dc biasing network trace
lines are narrow and hence, offer high impedance to the high frequencies.
It has been observed that the NFC is showing insertion losses instead of gain.
However, the gain can be achieved either by operating the transistor as an
amplifier or using the resistive load to induce negative resistance (gain).
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Figure 3.4: Tuning of the NFC with different biasing voltages for the load
of 4.7pF.
The circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 3.2 and the corresponding prototype is
shown in Fig. 3.3. With a load of 4.7 pF on the NFC, the expected measured
negative capacitance can be tuned with a different voltage biasing as shown
in Fig. 3.4. A biasing voltage of 14 V is sufficient to develop an almost
constant capacitance of -4.7 pF between the two ports of the circuit. There
is no dc coupling between these two ports which has been experimentally
verified. Hence, the presented NFC is open-circuited stable.
The complete measurement and simulation results of the NFC at 14V bi-
asing are shown in Fig. 3.5. It has been noticed that for a load of 4.7 pF, the
negative capacitance till 1.2 GHz has been achieved. The post-processing of
the measured data has been done using the Y -parameters as discussed in
previous section. Additionally, the circuit has around 4 dB to 5 dB insertion
loss and an acceptable return loss. The prototype of this NFC matches well
with the simulation model and the theoretical calculations. The capacitive
behaviour of the NFC is abruptly changed at high frequency due to the cir-
cuit instability. The stability technique discussed in the chapter 2 has been
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Figure 3.5: Simulation and measurement comparison of BJT based capaci-
tive non-Foster impedance circuit biased at 14 V.
useful to stabilise the practical NFC design. A graphene approach for the re-
alization of non-Foster impedance has been validated in next section using
similar circuitry, but replacing the BJTs with GFETs.
3.3 GFET-based NFC design
In the past decade, a two-dimensional graphene material has been the area
of interest for many researchers as it has ultrahigh carrier mobility. It is
considered to be the gateway for next generation FETs beyond silicon. Due
to the gapless band structure, the switching mechanism of GFET is quite
poor and unsuitable for logic designs [78]. High carrier mobility (>200,000
cm2/Vs) measured in suspended graphene [79, 80] still motivates GFET to
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Figure 3.6: Schematic of the GFET-based NFC circuit.
be a potential candidate for analog/RF circuit applications [81]. Also, the
GFET based RF system components like amplifiers [82, 83] and mixer [84]
have been introduced in recent years.
The non-Foster impedance circuit using Linvill’s approach with a GFET
instead of BJT has been presented [29] which describes a GFET-based NFC
circuit as shown in Fig. 3.6. For the first time, the usage of GFET for an NFC
design is discussed and the negative capacitance simulation is presented.
The verilog-A model of GFET with estimated parasitics as shown in Fig. 2.15
is used as an active element to achieve negative capacitance at VHF range.
The electromagnetic (EM) model of a PCB layout including footprints of real
components has also been taken into account while ensuring more realistic
results. The simulation exhibits good negative capacitance up to 200 MHz.
Excellent NFC tuning has been achieved by varying the load capacitance
and supply voltage. The stability check based on Nyquist stability criterion
has been performed up to 2 GHz to ensure the NFC design to be devoid of
any oscillations.
More realistic results are obtained by the EM model of a printed circuit
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Figure 3.7: Layout including footprint of real components (except the GFET
footprint).
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Figure 3.8: Simulated capacitance of the proposed NFC: (a) Load tuning
(b) Voltage tuning.
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board (PCB) layout (see Fig. 3.7) and then, by EM circuit co-simulation.
The NFC prototype is built on a two port PCB with 0.8 mm FR-4 substrate.
Transistors and surface mount RLC devices (package size 0805 and 0402)
are connected with the 50 Ω microstrip transmission lines (not for dc bias
wires). The footprints of all real components excluding that of GFETs have
been taken into account while designing the layout. Good matching be-
tween the simulation results and measurements of the BJT-based NFC have
been reported[85], ensuring the validity of the PCB model. The Gerber
file of the optimised layout exported for fabrication is followed by the com-
ponent placement. Fig. 3.8(a) shows the achieved negative capacitance
against frequencies at different load capacitances. It can be seen that the
negative capacitance is directly proportional to the load capacitance up to
200 MHz. Similar tuning can also be achieved by varying the supply voltage
(see Fig. 3.8(b)).
During the design procedure of GFET-based NFC, it has been found that
the low output resistance, primarily due to the poor saturation current of
GFET, degrades the performance of NFC. By improving the output resis-
tance, the maximum operation frequency can be increased and the variation
of negative capacitance against frequency can also be reduced. In this work,
the Q-point (quiescent point) is chosen within the measurement window
rather than the optimum point to ensure more realistic results. Therefore,
picking a better Q-point is one way to increase the output resistance. An al-
ternative approach is to use the bilayer or multilayer GFETs which provides
better saturation current.
The presented GFET-based NFC has been stabilised using the Nyquist
stability technique as discussed in [29]. In this approach, the stable cir-
cuit must not have a clockwise encirclement of (-1+j0) point in the contour
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Figure 3.9: Complex plot of G(s) from 1 MHz to 2 GHz: (a) for C = 10 pF
(b) for C = 0.5 pF. Dashed lines are the plots of G(s) from -1 MHz to -2
GHz. The inset is a zoomed in view close to (-1+j0) point.
which can be obtained from complex plot with the product of load admit-
tance and source impedance (i.e. G(s) = Yl(s) ∗ Zs(s)). Fig. 3.9 (a) shows
the complex plot of G(s) from 1 MHz to 2 GHz (10 times the maximum op-
eration frequency of the proposed NFC). In Fig. 3.9 (a), it is clearly shown
that a series connected capacitor C = 10 pF does not stabilise the proposed
NFC because due to the clockwise encirclement of point (-1+j0). However,
when a series capacitor C = 0.5 pF is employed (see Fig. 3.9 (b)), the
point (-1+j0) is moved out of the net encirclement stabilising the NFC. In
the case of broadband applications, a suitable NFC is connected with some
passive structures such as an ESA or the unit cell of MTM/meta-surface
which act as load matching as well as a stability element. The BJT-based
NFC prototype and the presented GFET approach have limitations on size
and bandwidth at high frequencies. These constraints are outplayed with a
novel RTD-based NFC which has been presented in the next section.
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Figure 3.10: (a) The basic circuit diagram of RTD with junction capacitance
and biasing circuitry. (b) The evaluation board layout of the RTD with end
to end SMA connectors and biasing circuit at bottom layer.
3.4 RTD-based NFC design
NFCs have traditionally been implemented with transistor pairs to achieve
negative impedance, but these have limitations on performance and band-
width at high frequencies. At certain biasing voltages, double barrier RTDs
behave as negative differential resistance (NDR) devices, which may be
transformed to exhibit negative impedance. In contrast to the BJT-based
NFC, these structures serve to gyrate the load impedance, such that an in-
ductive load will lead to a negative capacitance and vice versa. The negative
impedance behaviour for prototypes have been demonstrated to safely mea-
sure a sample with negative resistance at up to 3 GHz and a device gain of
around 5 dB from dc to 4 GHz. Stability analysis of the RTD is discussed
and verified using the Nyquist stability criterion. Stabilised negative capac-
itance NFCs show optimum performance from dc to a few GHz depending
on the load value. Additionally, it is envisaged that, the RTDs can operate at
frequency ranges up to THz, such that, this topology is extended to higher
frequency operation subject to certain fabrication constraints.
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Figure 3.11: Measured I-V characteristics of the four RTD samples. Negative
differential resistance regions are present at ∼ ±3 V for the L939 samples,
and at ∼ ±1 V for the L940 samples. The best sample L939 with 171 fF
capacitance has been used with biasing at 2.75 V.
3.4.1 Modelling and fabrication
An RTD is a resonant model diode, which is so called due to the transmission
of electrons and therefore, the current depends on the alignment between
the filled electron states in the emitter with the resonant quasi-confined
allowed states in the well. This results in a negative differential resistance
and negative slope in the current versus voltage characteristic when the
structure is biased just beyond the resonance. This region of biasing where
the RTD operates as a negative resistance device is used for the NFC design
proposed in this thesis and will be utilised as the basic entity to realise
floating and grounded negative reactances.
RTDs exhibit voltage-controlled behaviour where a single-valued current
is obtained at different values of voltages. The high-frequency operational
limit of an RTD is defined by the charging time constant of the device’s
capacitance. Hence, low capacitances equate to high-speed devices. Con-
sideration of junction capacitance, negative resistance, parasitic resistance
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and load coupling is necessary to model RTDs accurately at microwave fre-
quencies [38, 86].
These RTD samples are fabricated using the GaAs technology. The ba-
sic circuit diagram and the layout of the evaluation board is shown in Fig.
3.10. Four prototypes of the RTDs are used in the study: the barrier thick-
ness were 1.7 nm AlAs (L939) and 5 nm, Al(0.4)Ga(0.6)As(L940), with similar
5 nm well thickness. Two different top contact lengths resulted the in for-
mation of 81 fF and 171 fF junction capacitances respectively with the de-
vices being mounted on high frequency lead-less inductive device packages,
wire bonded and ready for use as surface-mount devices. The I-V char-
acteristics were measured using a Cascade Microtech wafer probe station
and LCR meter. Each set of measured data was modelled to a polynomial
function using a curve fitting tool and then exported to a microwave cir-
cuit simulator for circuit design and further modelling. Measured data of
these samples are plotted in Fig. 3.11, with negative differential resistance
(NDR) regions being clearly visible. As discussed earlier, the RTD must be
biased at voltage level corresponding to the negative slope. NDR regions
with sharp transitions are not preferred for the selection of biasing point,
as they lead to high current sensitivity with voltage variation. The L939
sample with 171 fF capacitance emerges to be the most fruitful negative
resistance region for our purpose.
All four samples have also undergone RF characterization, with the mea-
sured S21 plotted in Fig. 3.12. The L939 sample with 171 fF capacitance
shows maximum transmission gain of around 5 dB up to 4 GHz. The RF
performance of the diode at various biasing levels has been analysed as a
two port network. For a selected sample, the impedance parameters have
been extracted for different biasing as shown in Fig. 3.13. At 2.75 V biasing,
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Figure 3.12: Transmission gain of different RTD samples biased at their
individual negative resistance region. Sample L939 with 171 fF capacitance
exhibits 5 dB gain up to 4 GHz and positive gain at up to around 6 GHz,
however this may lead to instability and oscillation of the device.
the resistance measured in the device is around -50 Ω at low frequencies
and this parameter increases with frequency. Also, the additional reactance
offered by the device is quite small as compare to the resistance attained
at lower frequencies and this has an effective contribution beyond 3 GHz,
which accords significantly to degrade the expected circuit performance be-
yond this point. Due to the operation of the diode in the negative resistance
mode, there are concerns with possible oscillations and instability.
3.4.2 Device stabilisation
The stabilisation of diode is mandatory in order to achieve the benefits of
RTD-based NFCs. The circuit model analysis for the stable operation of
RTDs has been investigated using the differential equation method [87].
Later, Frisch came up with a new condition wherein, all poles in a linear
equivalent circuit of the diode, as shown in [88], can be shifted to the left
half of the complex s-plane for the diode to be potentially stable. As dis-
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Figure 3.13: RF resistance and reactance shown by the RTD sample L939
with 171 fF capacitance, biased in the different voltages around the negative
resistance region. The negative resistance and minimum reactance is noted
at 2.75 V.
cussed in chapter 2, the conventional stability techniques are not suitable
for the stability analysis of NFCs. Instead, a frequency domain Nyquist crite-
rion is proposed, considering the natural frequencies of the complete circuit.
Fig. 3.14 shows that the Nyquist contour no longer encircles the origin point
as the series resistor increases from 50 Ω to 55 Ω and hence, selecting the
latter will avoid the oscillatory behaviour. The positive resistance mitigates
the effect of RTD resistance. When RTD is integrated with a passive load,
the passive elements/structures itself behave as a stability component along
with the load.
3.4.3 NFCs design methodology
An NFC is a n-port network design that does not obey the Foster’s reactance
theorem and its reactance or susceptance decreases with the increase in
frequency. The one port short-circuited NFC has non-Foster behaviour at the
input port. Similarly, the two port floating NFC exhibits this property across
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Figure 3.14: Test of RTD stability using the Nyquist stability criterion, for
determination of stable component values. Encirclement of the origin in the
complex plane implies instability.
the two ports. The transistor-based NFCs have been explored recently for
active matching of ESAs [33]. The stable negative resistance RTD element
discussed in the previous sections is utilised to develop a bilateral design for
negative capacitance and inductance. A unique feature in these non-Foster
designs is that all components except the RTD element are passive RLC
components. Thus, it highly reduces the complexity of the circuit realisation
once a potentially stable RTD is obtained.
Schemes for designing various open-circuited and short-circuited induc-
tive and capacitive NFCs are shown in Fig. 3.15. The two port open-circuit
design approach has been proposed here. The one port short-circuited ver-
sion is inspired by [63]. The resistor elements within the passive network
associated with the RTD provides stability to the complete NFC. It has been
tested with Nyquist stability criterion which has been already discussed in
chapter 2. It is also noted that an inductive load results in a negative ca-
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Figure 3.15: Design topologies of various NFCs using RTD elements. (a) A
series negative inductor and (b) a shunt negative inductor made of an RTD,
resistors and a capacitor. (c) A series negative capacitor and (d) a shunt
negative capacitor made of an RTD, resistors and an inductor.
pacitance NFC, while a capacitive load gives a negative inductance NFC.
Effectively, this property of inverting the current-voltage characteristics of
a network results in a negative gyrator. This particular aspect may find ap-
plications at high frequencies, where implementation of negative inductors
with inductive loads is troublesome.
Another property discussed here is that ideally, the resistor value is equal
to the magnitude of the negative resistance offered by the RTD element.
Since, the RTD has a frequency dependent resistance, the negative induc-
tance and capacitance obtained also vary with frequency. Fig. 3.17 shows
the realisation of a negative capacitance using an inductive load, in ac-
cordance to the circuit from Fig. 3.15(c) or Fig. 3.15(d). The decreased
bandwidth of fabricated NFC as compared to the ideal case is evidently wit-
nessed. The RTD may similarly be used to synthesise a negative inductor.
Fig. 3.15(a) and Fig. 3.15(c) shows the two port inductive NFC and a capac-
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itive NFC, respectively. In inductive NFC, a parallel RC circuit is connected
in series with RTD having impedance -R which produces the impedance Z1
as
Z1 =
R
1 + jωCR
+ (−R) = −jωCR
2
1 + jωCR
(3.5)
This Z1 is associated in parallel with R to achieve overall impedance Za as
Za =
−jωCR2
1+jωCR
R
−jωCR2
1+jωCR
+R
=
−jωCR3
R
= jω(−CR2) = jωLeffective (3.6)
Hence, Leffective = −CR2 is the equivalent negative inductance across
the two ports of the circuit. Similarly, Fig. 3.15(c) shows the equivalent ca-
pacitance C = − L
R2
. Fig. 3.15(b) and Fig. 3.15(d) are one port short-circuit
negative inductance and capacitance respectively. Fig. 3.16 shows the neg-
ative inductance obtained with a capacitive load using the circuit topology
as shown in Fig. 3.15(a) or Fig. 3.15(b). These inductive NFCs resonate at
a single frequency as the internal inductance of the RTD is very small. Also,
in the ideal condition, with the absence of RTD junction, the capacitance
leads to a relatively constant inductance with frequency, as compared to the
non-ideal case with a non-zero junction capacitance. It shows that the junc-
tion capacitance is the primary frequency-limiting feature of the device. As
this junction capacitance can be reduced quite comfortably in the fabrica-
tion process, the maximum operating frequency of this NFC may be thus,
increased substantially. The theoretical expressions in all cases of Fig. 3.15
shows negative impedance in an ideal situation when the circuit resistance
is equal to the RTD impedance.
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Figure 3.16: Inductive NFC with different load capacitance values.
Figure 3.17: Negative capacitor NFC following the circuits from
Figs. 3.15(c) or (d). The figure shows the effect of negative capacitance
due to variation of load inductance values, and comparisons between using
an ideal, simulated and measured RTD model. In either case, negative ca-
pacitance may be achieved, but bandwidth is minimum for the measured
scenario due to the effective dominance of parasitic reactance.
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Table 3.1: Comparison of different design techniques for realisation of non-
Foster impedance.
BJT Op-Amp GFET RTD
Bandwidth 0.1 GHz-1 GHz <40MHz 50MHz-150MHz10MHz-2 GHz
Active element per design 2 1 2 1
Parasitic handling Difficult Easy Difficult Easy
Design flexibility Good Limited Good Excellent
Design complexity Complex Easy Complex Easy
Stability issues High Low High Low
Component availability Abundant Abundant Rare Rare
Cost Cheap Cheapest Expensive Expensive
Full design form factor Big Small Big Very small
Power consumption High Low High Very low
Periodic structure Limited useful Useful Limited useful Very useful
3.5 Summary
This chapter presents three techniques and design processes to achieve non-
Foster impedance. The BJT-based negative capacitance NFC design is fabri-
cated and tested. The integration of these BJT-based NFCs with the antenna
is discussed in the next chapter. For the GFET-based technique, a novel
graphene transistor has been validated by replacing the BJT in the existing
design. Due to low output resistance, the performance of the graphene NFC
is limited to a frequency of 200 MHz. Further, successful fabrication and
characterisation of the GFET-based NFC is under progress. To overcome
the size and bandwidth constraints, a novel implementation of an NFC is
demonstrated using the RTDs. The RTD samples are measured and used as
a two-port circuit element for NFC realisation. It has been shown that the
device operates as a negative gyrator, exhibits stable negative reactance and
resistance (i.e. gain) in the GHz regime and also differs significantly from
previously demonstrated transistor-based devices. It is also noted that the
bandwidth of these NFCs may be substantially improved by the reduction
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of the device’s junction capacitance. The different techniques for non-Foster
impedance implementation has been further tabulated in Table 3.1.
The BJT-based prototype NFCs developed in this chapter are utilised as
active inclusions to the passive antennas. Also, the BJT-based NFC inte-
grated antennas are presented in the next chapter. Later, the possibility to
match ESAs over broad bands has been presented using RTD-based NFCs.
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Non-Foster Matching of
Electrically Small Antenna
The development of NFC devices, as explained in previous chapters, opens
the path to its application in small antennas. The performance limitation
of a passive small antenna in terms of its Q has already been discussed in
section 2.8. This chapter furthers the evaluation of fundamental limitations
of NFC integrated antennas using Chu’s antenna model. Later, the integra-
tion of a BJT-based NFC element with an antenna is carried out to enhance
the overall performance. Also, the comparison of impedance and radia-
tion performance between an unmatched and NFC integrated antenna has
been presented. Furthermore, the implementation of the proposed RTD-
based NFC has been carried out to achieve the broadband matching of an
ESA model. These NFCs are used to match the impedance of an ESA at
low frequency, which is in general difficult due to the frequency-dependent
radiation resistance.
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Figure 4.1: Chu’s model for a small antenna revised with radiation resis-
tance equalling the free space wave impedance, the capacitance in pF range
and inductance in µH range. A non-Foster element introduced to cancel the
capacitive reactance of the antenna.
4.1 Minimum Q calculation
This section presents the fundamental limit of Q for an antenna which has
been integrated with non-Foster elements. Chu’s fundamental Q-limit of
small antennas has been revisited for NFC integrated antennas, where non-
Foster elements are assumed to be within the Chu’s sphere [89]. In other
cases, where the NFCs do not belong as a part of the antenna, the funda-
mental limit for matching a high-Q antenna is defined by Bode-Fano [18],
which has been revisited using a non-Foster matching technique. The non-
Foster antenna overcomes Chu’s fundamental limit or Bode-Fano limit of
small antennas depending upon the configuration of its non-Foster elements
as a part of antenna or matching network respectively. The simulation and
measurements of the tunable capacitive non-Foster impedance circuit has
been developed in the previous chapter and the same is employed here for
circuit modelling. The Q of an ESA at resonance, is very low in contrast
to being very high otherwise, which results in a narrow bandwidth perfor-
mance. The overall loaded Q, Qloaded of the circuit remains unchanged with
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Figure 4.2: The simulated and measured values of capacitive NFCs for
different loads in the VHF range.
a lossless matching network for the antenna. However, there is always a
finite Q due to the presence of a lossy matching network (Qm) along with
Q of the antenna (Qant). The overall Q after matching network (Qloaded) is
given as
1
Qloaded
=
1
Qant
+
1
Qm
(4.1)
Chu [7] proposed the RLC-circuit model for the TM1 mode where, the
fields hovering outside the Chu’s sphere are linked with antenna’s impedance.
The circuit resistance R, capacitance C and inductance L are given as
R = 1
C = L = a/c
where, a is the radius of Chu’s sphere and c is the velocity of light.
For practical conditions, the values are re-calculated during the circuit im-
plementation of this model. Free space wave impedance from the radially
propagating electromagnetic field as seen from the surface of Chu’s enclosed
sphere is then given as
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Figure 4.3: The variation of Q with antenna size for passive antennas and
non-Foster loaded antennas. The Fundamental limit is satisfied well with
the passive antennas but active NFC integrated antenna pushes the mini-
mum Q-bound beyond Chu’s limit.
R =
√
µ0
ε0
= 120π = 377 Ω
Normalization of the RLC circuit model with free space wave impedance
with the updated values of C = aε0 and L = aµ0 are shown in Fig. 4.1.
Also, the Q estimation of antenna model for the wavenumber, k = 2π/λ
takes the form
Q =
1
(ka)3
(4.2)
The introduction of non-Foster characteristics in the antenna is expedited
by adding negative capacitance or inductance elements to reduce the over-
all reactance. In Chu’s model, it has been noticed that the antenna has a
capacitance in the pF range and an inductance in the µH range as shown
in Fig. 4.1. An equivalent BJT based negative inductance design in the µH
range is a challenging task at VHF frequencies. That being said, a negative
inductance in the nH range has been reported recently by Gregoire [40] and
Saadat [4]. Additionally, an alternate approach has been proposed by Na-
garkoti et al. [5] using RTDs to obtain negative inductance or capacitance
of varying ranges. In this thesis, a BJT-based capacitive negative impedance
circuit has been designed to achieve negative capacitance; CNFC in the de-
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sired frequency band. The capacitive NFC for different loading is shown in
Fig. 4.2. A practical NFC integrated antenna a has non-zero net capacitance
with a Q of
Q =
∣∣∣∣ 1(ka)3 + C/CNFC(ka)3 + C/CNFC(ka)
∣∣∣∣ (4.3)
Ideally, the negative capacitance cancel the capacitance exhibited by the
antenna i.e. C = −CNFC , meaning that the Q of ideal NFC integrated
antennas become
Q =
1
(ka)
(4.4)
This gives an insight that the Q of an NFC integrated antenna is beyond
Chu’s estimation for the passive antenna. Fig. 4.3 shows the effects of non-
Foster loading on the antenna with simulated and measured non-Foster
elements. The ideal condition, at which the non-Foster capacitance fully
cancels the antenna capacitance defines a new fundamental limit for a NFC
integrated antenna. The Bode-Fano limit [18], which establishes the rela-
tionship between the bandwidth and Q for a given reflection coefficient Γ,
is given as
BW =
π
Q ln 1|Γ|
(4.5)
Reduction in the antenna Q further explores the possibility of bandwidth
improvement, which is a well-known application of NFC in antennas. Hence,
the theoretical Q calculation is a good source of inspiration to integrate a
BJT-based NFC with a small antenna under test.
4.2 BJT-based NFC integrated antenna
Printed NFCs have been investigated and developed for few applications,
such as the broadband impedance matching of ESAs to exceed the Bode-
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Fano bandwidth [18], [19], which talks about the difficulty to match the
impedance of ESAs owing to their high Q [7]. Also, they exhibit high re-
actance and low frequency-dependent radiation resistance. Recently, there
has been an interest in the application of NFCs to improve the bandwidth
of small antennas [37, 33] and metamaterial structures [90, 91, 92, 93, 94,
95, 96, 97, 98, 52].
An antenna impedance matching topology is presented in this section
after the successful development of a BJT-based capacitive NFC in the pre-
vious chapter. As discussed before, the non-Foster impedance circuits are
intrinsically unstable due to the presence of a positive feedback loop and
therefore, it cannot work alone. An additional passive load must be con-
nected with the non-Foster element to shift the location of poles and zeros
and hence to overcome the oscillatory behaviour as discussed in Chapter
2. Along with the previously mentioned external passive load, the stability
of an NFC also depends on the biasing of active devices, internal load con-
nected, transmission line modelling and the layout design. The stability can
be achieved by controlling the positive feedback loop gain by using various
methods. In the ideal case, theoretical analysis of stability has been esti-
mated by frequency domain techniques as discussed in the earlier chapters.
However, an engineering practice is required to realize a stable practical
design. Fig. 4.4 shows the design topology, where stability components are
replaced by a passive antenna element, performing non-Foster matching of
the antenna as well as taking care of the stability of non-Foster impedance
device. The prototype design process is summarised as follows.
1. Design of a Linvill based non-Foster impedance circuit using the circuit
layout co-simulation.
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Figure 4.4: Cancellation of high reactance of small antenna using an NFC.
Also, same antenna is acting as a stability load for the standalone unstable
NFC.
2. Simulation of the input impedance of capacitive electrically small monopole
and extraction of the capacitance.
3. Choosing the load capacitor for NFC (ZL) close to the antenna capac-
itance.
4. Stability testing of an NFC and the antenna together using transient
analysis as well as Nyquist stability criterion.
5. In the case of oscillation, modifying the NFC by changing ZL and fine
tuning of the transistor biasing voltage.
6. After the general theoretical stability calculation; the NFC prototype
has been built with additional series antenna circuit model which is
equivalent to the input impedance of the real antenna.
7. One of the two ports of the series combination of NFC and circuit
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Figure 4.5: Stability components are connected in series with the NFC.
These are replaced by 0 Ω resistor when NFC is integrated with the an-
tenna.
model is terminated with 50 Ω and the other is connected to a spec-
trum analyser. The spikes noticed confirms the unstable design.
8. Changing the biasing voltage and value of the internal load of the
non-Foster element ZL to provide a degree of freedom for smoothing
the spikes in the analyser measurements.
9. Once stability has been achieved; the existing circuit model is replaced
by the equivalent series antenna.
The NFC design example based on the Linvill balanced floating approach
has been fabricated and measured in section 3.2. It is stabilised with the
passive stability components connected in series as shown in Fig. 4.5 and
later replaced by a short-circuit with the antenna connected in series.
4.2.1 Impedance matching methodology
A monopole antenna with self-resonance at 1.5 GHz has a high reactance at
the VHF band and a low radiation resistance, which is directly proportional
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Figure 4.6: The basic non-Foster matching topology for impedance match-
ing of an antenna model to 50 Ω [5]. This approach is ideal one and offers
broadband matching. In this work, only one NFC integrated antenna has
been built, tested and implemented.
to the square of the frequency. The basic topology for matching the antenna
is shown in Fig. 4.6. The antenna can be modelled as a capacitor and a
frequency dependent resistance which is valid up to the first resonance.
The series NFC cancels out the antenna reactance. As the resistance at
VHF is very small and an ideal N: 1 transformer reflects the load impedance
multiplied by N2 across the decade bandwidth thus, preserving its quality
factor [99]. But, the transformer approach is not suitable in ESAs due to its
frequency square dependent radiation resistance. Hence, the frequency de-
pendent real impedance can be nullified using a non-Foster inductive trans-
former presented in [33] or similar transformer circuit by including an NFC
as shown in Fig. 4.6. Additionally, internal parasitics produce negative in-
ductance and resistance in a capacitive NFC which, if suitably tuned can im-
prove the matching of the real part to a certain extent. The real impedance
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after the cancellation of the reactance is given as
Zreal = kω
2 (4.6)
The series inductance L with Zreal and in parallel with R results in
Z1 =
(jωL+ kω2)R
R + kω2 + jωL
(4.7)
The capacitor C and R are connected in parallel and are in series with −R
as obtained from an NFC approach, and in parallel with Z1 which results
Z2 =
−jωCR2
1 + jωCR
||Z1 (4.8)
Z2 =
−jωCR2
1 + jωCR
|| (jωL+ kω
2)R
R + kω2 + jωL
(4.9)
Z2 =
(−jωCR3)(jωL+ kω2)
−jωCR3 − jkω3CR2 + ω2CR2L+ jωLR + kω2R− ω2CR2L+ jkω3CR2
(4.10)
Z2 =
(−jωCR3)(jωL+ kω2)
−jωCR3 + jωLR + kω2R
(4.11)
The series inductor L with Z2 gives the overall input impedance as
Zin = Z2||jωL (4.12)
Zin =
−jkω3CR3 − ω2L2R + jkω3LR
−jωCR3 + jωLR + kω2R
(4.13)
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By substituting C =
√
50k
R2
and L =
√
50k, the factor k can be estimated by
the curve that suitably fits the plot of real antenna impedance. The input
impedance thus, becomes
Zin =
−jkω3
√
50kR + ω2(50k)R + jkω3
√
50kR
−jω
√
50kR + jω
√
50kR + kω2R
(4.14)
Further simplification gives
Zin =
ω2(50k)R
kω2R
= 50 (4.15)
Therefore, ideally, any ESA can be matched to 50 Ω independent of the
frequency, using the non-Foster impedance circuits. In a practical sense, the
matching is broadband due to the limited performance of the non-Foster
impedance circuits. Also, a pair of NFCs can achieve better performance
than a single NFC, which can cancel only the reactive part of the antenna.
In this thesis, a single NFC behaving as a capacitance cancellation element
with added series resistance increases the real impedance of the antenna
and thus, improves the match. The losses introduced by the matching net-
work can be eliminated by perfectly matching the reactance which facili-
tates the broadband matching by using minimum active non-Foster inclu-
sion in the matching network. The additional losses incurred due to the
active inclusion may affect the gain performance of the antenna. A condi-
tion for gain improvement as the NFC integrated to the antenna, has been
discussed in the next section.
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Figure 4.7: Antenna and a matching network with known S parameters to
calculate the variation in realised gain.
4.2.2 Antenna gain with non-Foster matching
An NFC integration to the antenna may introduce resistive losses which may
affect its efficiency. The efficiency of any antenna is the function of losses
introduced and given by the ratio of its realised gain G(θ, φ) and directivity
D(θ, φ). The power at the input of the antenna feeding the network and
the power delivered to radiating element is not equal. Mismatch losses are
the additional losses except for the antenna efficiency which can be signifi-
cantly reduced by using non-Foster matching. In the case of an unmatched
antenna, there is no matching network and hence, the mismatch, Mp at the
input of the antenna can be given as
Mp = (1− |Γa|2) (4.16)
A matching network added between the input and the antenna is shown
in Fig. 4.7. The mismatch loss Ma has been calculated with the known
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Figure 4.8: The two-port capacitive NFC matching network connected with
the planer monopole via SMA connector.
two-port S-parameters of the matching network, given as
Ma =
|S21|2
|1− S22Γa|2
(1− |Γa|2) (4.17)
The radiation efficiency and directivity of the antenna element remains un-
changed under any circumstances. Thus, the scope gain improvement is
dependent on the ratio of mismatch losses with and without matching net-
work.
Gimprovement =
|S21|2
|1− S22Γa|2
(4.18)
The |S21| of non-Foster impedance matching circuit can be maximised and
|S22| can be minimised. There is a scope of improvement in the realised gain
of the NFC integrated antenna. In order to achieve the gain improvement
condition, a selection of suitable small antenna under test (AUT) is required.
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Figure 4.9: Antenna capacitance and negative capacitance obtain from a
NFC. The NFC impedance is tuned with biasing voltage and load capaci-
tance to mitigate the antenna capacitance.
4.2.3 Antenna design and geometry
A capacitive antenna geometry is suitable to integrate with capacitive NFC,
which minimises the input reactance of the overall antenna system. The
planar patch antenna, which is capacitive allows a negative capacitance and
non-Foster element to cancel out the capacitance. The initial design analysis
and geometrical layout of the proposed antenna was performed in Keysight
ADS simulation software [77] as shown in Fig. 4.10. Fig. 4.11 shows the
prototype of the proposed patch antenna and the inclusion of active NFC.
The designed patch antenna comprises of a partial ground plane radiating
structure in top side of the substrate. The low-cost dielectric FR-4 material is
used as an antenna substrate with a relative permittivity of 4.4, loss tangent
of 0.02 and substrate thickness of 1.6 mm. The feed-line, radiating patch
and top layer ground plane are made of 35 µm thick copper layer. The SMA
connector is utilized at the end of the microstrip feed-line and top layer
ground plane. As the radiating patch end is terminated as open-circuit, the
antenna input reactance is capacitive. Though, the shape of radiating patch
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Figure 4.10: Antenna layout in ADS (a) Top layer for RF propagation (b)
Bottom layer for dc biasing network. Both layers are sharing same ground
plane and are connected through vias.
has been meandered for size reduction, these antennas have low radiation
efficiency. The radiation resistance is reduced with the size of antenna as
the ratio of ohmic losses of the antenna radiating element to the radiated
power is increased.
A non-Foster impedance circuit is designed as a two-port network which
is connected end to end with the monopole patch antenna via an SMA con-
nector as shown in Fig. 4.8. The capacitance of the antenna has been ex-
trapolated from the input reactance and with the known value of antenna
reactance, the NFC negative capacitance has been determined as shown in
Fig. 4.9. Furthermore, an NFC is integrated into the antenna with a form
factor i.e. 60 mm by 50 mm, with a double layer topology. The electrical
size of this antenna is λ/10 till 500 MHz and considered as an ESA. The
dc biasing circuit has been kept on the lower side and the RF circuit on
the top layer is connected through a plated conducting medium as shown
in Fig. 4.11. The impedance and radiation measurements of antenna has
been performed and discussed in next subsections.
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Figure 4.11: Non-Foster integrated antenna prototype with dc biasing net-
work at the bottom layer. (a) Top layer (b) Bottom layer
4.2.4 Impedance measurements
The Murata coaxial connectors are installed in the circuit to perform exper-
iments with minimum affect on the measurement . A passive antenna with-
out NFC, an NFC integrated antenna and a standlone NFC can be measured
by suitable tap of external SMA to Hirose adapters on Murata connectors.
The default status of Murata coaxial connector switches is short-circuited
and has a Hirose UFL connection at the top [100]. The inclusion of an ex-
ternal SMA to Hirose UFL adapters disconnects the default circuit and all
the power is directed into/from the external SMA [101]. There are three
Murata connectors in each NFC integrated antenna; two of them installed
at the input and the output of the non-Foster matching network in RF-in and
RF-out mode respectively; and the third connector is placed at the input of
the antenna in RF-in mode. In Fig. 4.12, the RF layer of the two-port float-
ing capacitive NFC portion constituting the part of NFC integrated antenna
is connected to a VNA via the Murata switch connectors.
The preliminary test for antenna matching has been performed by com-
paring the impedance matching in the unmatched and non-Foster matched
conditions. The return loss S11 parameters of the antenna with and with-
out a non-Foster matching network can be easily measured if both the ports
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Figure 4.12: Murata switch connectors to tap in/out RF with Hirose UFL to
SMA adapters for RF characterisation.
of NFC and the antenna port is terminated with 50 Ω. In compact non-
Foster integrated antennas, the SMA to Hirose UFL adapters RF-in cables
measures the antenna impedance with and without a non-Foster match-
ing network by replacing the adapter location without disturbing the setup.
Fig. 4.13 shows the return loss measurements with different dc biasing
voltage and bandwidth improvement has been noticed at 11 V. Fig. 4.14
is a VSWR comparison between the tune matched antenna and unmatched
passive antenna. However, impedance matching bandwidth assures that
the bandwidth power is included in the circuit. Also, the power radiated
may be different depending upon the circuit losses and the matching ca-
pabilities between the NFC output and antenna input. Hence, radiative
measurement comparison between unmatched and non-Foster matched an-
tenna have been carried out in next section to measure the effective radia-
tion bandwidth.
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Figure 4.13: Return loss measurement with different biasing of transistors
involved in non-Foster matching circuit.
Figure 4.14: Comparison of VSWR measurements with and without non-
Foster matching by tap in RF input at relevant Murata switch points.
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Figure 4.15: (a) Monopole probe for Ez component of near-field measure-
ments. (b) Loop probe for Hx component of near-field measurements.
4.2.5 Radiation measurements
The improvement of impedance bandwidth is necessary to minimise the re-
flection losses and maximise the power transferred to the circuit. To ensure
reasonable conducted power is radiated, a radiation bandwidth measure-
ment is required. The radiation bandwidth may be less than the impedance
bandwidth depending upon the internal losses of the non-Foster matching
circuit. Radiation bandwidth improvement is the actual value which verifies
the NFC enhancement of radiation efficiency for small antennas.
The radiative measurements are classified as far-field range and near-
field range. The far-field setup is preferred for lower frequency antenna
measurements, where simple pattern cut measurements are required. On
the other hand, near-field setups are useful for higher frequency measure-
ments, where complete pattern and polarisation information is needed.
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Figure 4.16: The amplitude of near-field Ez component measurements from
100 MHz to 1 GHz in (a) passive and (b) active matching antenna shown
in Fig. 4.15 (a).
Far-field measurements are further classified as outdoor range, anechoic
chamber and compact range. Similarly, near-field measurements are also
sub-categorised as planar, cylindrical and spherical. Far-field measurement
using an anechoic chamber and near-field measurements using planar tech-
nique have been performed in this work. Both these measurements are
indoor, eliminating the issues concerning weather and electromagnetic in-
terference. Also, an anechoic chamber based far-field setup has limitations
in HF and lower VHF range because of the chamber size constrains. So, in
such cases, near-field measurements are more reliable for under 500 MHz
operating frequencies.
The near-field measurement technique works on the principle of scat-
tering matrix theory developed by Kerns [102]. The planar near field mea-
surement of an antenna has been carried out using a monopole probe placed
normally to the near field region to measureEz component and a loop probe
to measure Hx component as shown in Fig. 4.15. This technique however,
does not require an ideal probe, as it measures one field component at a
point. Another benefit is that it is not important to have an ideal polari-
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Figure 4.17: The phase of near-field Hx component measurements from
100 MHz to 1 GHz in (a) passive and (b) active matching antenna shown
in Fig. 4.15(b).
Figure 4.18: The comparison of field strength in passive and NFC antenna
at the scan centre.
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Figure 4.19: The comparison of far-field at 500 MHz and 600 MHz on pas-
sive and NFC antenna. Linear scale is used for visualisation of the effective
variation.
sation of the active antenna under measurement. The multiple reflections
are needed to be neglected and the measurements have to be made over a
finite plane. The near-field measurements are very useful for far-field cal-
culations using the Fourier transform of near field data. This extraction is
accurately valid for directive antennas like horns, where the strong field
component is normal to the finite measurement plane. The probe correc-
tion is required during the post-processing of data that basically involves
two parts. First, the pattern correction, which is due to the probe’s main
component pattern. Second, the polarisation correction due to the probe’s
cross component pattern. The passive meander line antenna designed here
shows poor directivity normal to the surface. However, it is useful to have
the comparative study of the near-field measurement with or without an
NFC.
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The near-field measurement comparison for the amplitude of Ez com-
ponent is shown in Fig. 4.16 and Hx component is shown in Fig. 4.17.
The significant improvement in field strength, specifically for Hx has been
achieved from 300 MHz to 600 MHz when the NFC is biased at 17.5 V, in
both the cases. This observation is further verified by comparing the field
strength at the scan centre with or without NFC. There a slight improve-
ment in NFC integrated antenna from 300 MHz to 600 MHz bandwidth as
shown in Fig. 4.18. The radiation bandwidth with the NFC is an effec-
tive bandwidth for gain enhancement but is less than the impedance match
bandwidth. Thus, the gain improvement of few dBs has been recorded
within radiation bandwidth.
The far-field measurements have been performed in an anechoic cham-
ber for 500 MHz and 600 MHz frequencies in order to verify the similar
improvements as in the case of near field measurements. The E-plane and
H-plane pattern are compared for both discrete frequencies. As the gain im-
provement is limited, linear scale has been used in the polar plots. Due to
the design complexity involved in BJT-based NFC antenna, the effective im-
provement in radiation bandwidth is limited. The next section deals with an
alternate approach to achieve broadband matching using RTD-based NFC
designs.
4.3 RTD-based NFC integrated antenna
Due to the large reactive input impedance and very low radiation resistance
of an ESA, only a small amount of power is radiated to the far-field region
and most of the input power is reflected or stored in the reactive near-field
region. The quality factor Q may be reduced towards Chu’s limit [7], thus
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increasing the bandwidth through various schemes, such as, the use of mul-
tiple matching stages. However, there exists a fundamental gain-bandwidth
restriction between the generator and the load, resulting in the achievement
of only a finite bandwidth, even with a large number of matching sections.
Furthermore, the circuit size and complexity will increase and resulting in
the degradation of efficiency as the losses cumulate.
It is possible to overcome the gain-bandwidth limitations with a non-
Foster approach using NFCs. The radiation resistance of an ESA has a
frequency-squared dependence which is small at low frequencies (a few
Ω). The reactive and resistive matching of the ESA has been performed
with the RTD-based NFCs and the same is shown in Fig. 4.20. Two RTD
NFC stages are required for matching: one each for the resistive and the
reactive matching. An RTD-based capacitive NFC (nearest to the ESA) first
cancels the positive antenna capacitance, leaving an approximate value of
real impedance. The next stage is a resistive matching network that trans-
forms the frequency dependent antenna resistance Ra = kω2 to 50 Ω (or
some other constant characteristic line impedance).
The antenna model resonates (unmatched) at 2.5 GHz, with a 10 dB
bandwidth from 2 GHz to 3.5 GHz. At low frequencies, the antenna may
be modelled as a capacitor with, C = 5 pF and a resistor with parameter,
k = 2∗10−19 Ω·s2. The proposed topology in 4.20 is not built and tested but,
the measured S-parameters of the RTDs are employed for circuit analysis.
Using the measured RTD parameters, the antenna is matched through sim-
ulation for two cases employing the parameters from Table 4.1 in the circuit
from Fig. 4.20. The improvement in impedance matching and bandwidth is
evident from Fig. 4.21: ANT I is matched such that the lower frequency of
the matched band has been reduced to 1 GHz; ANT II is matched to encom-
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Figure 4.20: Matching of a capacitive ESA with two RTD devices. The capac-
itive part has been matched using the floating NFC circuit of Fig. 3.15(c).
The resistive matching involves an RTD transformed to −kω2 [5]. In this
work, measured s-parameters of the RTD is used for circuit analysis of the
matching network.
Table 4.1: Matching elements for antenna with 5 pF capacitance and
frequency-dependent radiation resistance Ra = kω2. ANT I is matched in
the 1 to 2 GHz band. ANT II is matched at VHF/UHF.
Circuit elements Ideal matching Tuning ANT I Tuning ANT II
Resistor (R) -(RTD resistance) 52.7 Ω 60.2 Ω
Inductor 1 (L) CsR2 41 nH 6 nH
Inductor 2 (L’)
√
50k 31 nH 13 nH
Capacitor (C)
√
50k
R2
12.5 pF 1.6 pF
pass the VHF and UHF bands, up to and around 1 GHz. In both these cases,
the measured parameters from the RTD is used in simulation of Fig. 4.20.
We note that an ideal RTD with reduced junction capacitance would match
the antenna from 150 MHz to 5 GHz and above.
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Figure 4.21: Reflection coefficient comparison with different matching ap-
proaches. The unmatched antenna resonates at around 2.5 GHz, and shows
very poor matching at low frequencies. By varying the matching circuit
with the elements from Table 4.1, very good impedance matching is demon-
strated below 1 GHz, and from 1 to 2 GHz.
4.4 Summary
This chapter presents the fundamental limitations of the Q for an NFC inte-
grated antenna. Later, the integration of BJT-based NFCs with the antenna
has been carried out. A topology has been proposed for matching an ESA
and a method for gain improvement using an NFC has also been discussed.
An antenna design has been proposed, fabricated and tested in a conductive
as well as a radiative environment. Far-field measurements below 500 MHz
are not supported by the size of the anechoic chamber available, but are
well covered by near-field measurement techniques. It has now been ob-
served that the NFC integrated antenna exhibits some radiation efficiency
improvements in near-fields from 300 MHz to 600 MHz. It implies a better
impedance match as more energy is transferred to the antenna (assuming
the source has the same level at all frequencies). Further, far-field mea-
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surements have been carried out for 500 MHz and 600 MHz cases, which
validate the near-field results. As the proposed antenna is electrically small
in the VHF band, the improvement in radiation efficiency is one of the pos-
itive aspects of non-Foster techniques in the antenna applications.
In order to achieve broadband performance, RTD-based NFC devices
may be used to match the impedance of both the resistive and reactive
parts of an ESA over bandwidths that are not possible using the regular BJT-
based NFCs or passive matching techniques. An antenna which is resonant
at 2.5 GHz is matched to better than 10 dB return loss for two cases: (1)
from 1 to 2 GHz and; (2) for VHF/UHF bands up to 1 GHz. This could be
potentially useful in low-power, wide-band receiver applications. Further,
an RTD-based NFC antenna is needed to be prototyped and measured.
Finally, the inclusion of active devices in the antenna leads to additional
noise, which in turn affects the performance of the non-Foster integrated
antenna in receiver applications. The noise present in the NFCs, which is
subsequently carried to the antenna and receiver, affects the overall system
performance; this is examined in further detail in the next chapter.
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This chapter presents the simulation and testing of noise figures for a two-
port BJT-based NFC which has been prototyped in chapter 3. As the NFC
is not a gain device similar to a low-noise amplifier, the possibility of un-
certainty in noise figure measurements is quite high. The measurement
exhibits minimum variation and validates the theoretical uncertainty in cal-
culations. Due to the noise figure associated with NFC, it imposes certain
restrictions on the scope of SNR improvement in receive mode NFC inte-
grated antennas. Furthermore, the SNR improved bandwidth is calculated
for the antenna prototype integrated with NFC. The radiation and SNR im-
provement bandwidth in NFC integrated antenna has been analysed which
paves the investigation for the possibility of simultaneous power and infor-
mation transfer of communication system in terms of channel capacity and
power delivery respectively.
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5.1 Noise in transistors
Apart from the improvement in bandwidth, as discussed in previous chap-
ters, the study of noise introduced due to active circuitry is an important
aspect for research in the non-Foster impedance circuits. The active ele-
ment constitutes the primary source of noise with the additional cumula-
tive effects of NFC load noise and loop resonator noise. The noise figure of
an antenna is also dependent upon its aperture size and are related to each
other in inverse proportion[103]. As there is a necessity to keep the antenna
electrically small, the noise figure improvement is challenged with the in-
crease in physical size and it is preferred to select high noise performance
transistors. Selecting a suitable transistor can mitigate the noise addition to
the NFC integrated antenna.
In the case of BJT-based NFCs, a BJT pair is connected in with the feed-
back loop which drives the current from lower potential to a higher poten-
tial in order to develop a negative impedance at the input terminals. These
BJTs exhibit mainly shot, flicker and thermal noises. The flicker noise in a
transistor is relatively very low [104, 105] at high frequencies as it is in-
versely proportional to the frequency and sometimes called as 1/f noise.
In VHF and microwave frequency regime, the flicker noise does not have
an effective contribution to the overall circuit noise. Also, non-linearities in
NFCs along with the Johnson-Nyquist noise from the conductive losses have
a considerable effect in terms of noise addition [98]. Practically, by employ-
ing a unique design topology, it is possible to minimise Johnson-Nyquist
noise in NFC circuits. Hence, it is understood that these transistors are the
main source of shot or i2 noises which has a significant contribution in over-
all NFC noise. The noise model of BJT comprises of two "shot-noise" gen-
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erators for each of its two junctions and a thermal noise generator located
in the base region. The detailed analytical noise model of the transistor is
published in [106, 107, 108, 109].
Transistors are used in the microwave field as an efficient active de-
vice which facilitates a simple way to evaluate the and characterise perfor-
mances of active devices. The characterisation of any two-port network re-
quires the determination of its four noise parameters that are, the minimum
noise figure Fmin, equivalent noise resistance Rn , optimum source complex
admittance Yopt and source admittance Ys. The relationship between these
parameters [110] is expressed as
F = Fmin +
Rn
Gs
| Ys − Yopt |2 (5.1)
where Ys = Gs + jBs is the source admittance.
The design of a low-noise amplifier is governed by these noise parame-
ters. The design involves a technique based on Smith’s chart using the con-
stant noise figure encircles to achieve the required trade-off between noise
figure and the available gain [111]. However, this approach is not valid for
a two-port network subjected to a feedback impedance such as an oscillator
or broadband amplifier [112]. The BJT-based NFCs presented in this the-
sis has a similar positive feedback configuration. The effect of feedback on
noise figures is analysed using a set of equations that lead to highly accurate
practical noise figure measurements. Niclas [113] described a specific case
of a transistor with lossy input and output matching in a lossy feedback net-
work. However, the results are not generic in nature. Also, Iversen [114]
estimated that the correlation admittance is required to calculate overall
noise figure. Later, Lam [115] explains use of basic noise figure equation
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Figure 5.1: The input/output impedance of two-port NFC (a) untuned (b)
tuned. The passive matching network required at both ports to tune the
impedance and minimise the mismatch loss.
(5.1) and immittance parameters to obtain the noise figure of a two-port
network with feedback. These parameters also reflect the contribution of
feedback network to the circuit. Since, NFC design based on the transistor
with feedback mechanism is an integral part of receiver circuit, the study
and analysis of noise contribution in the BJT-based NFC is critical.
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5.2 Noise figure in BJT-based NFC
An important aspect of BJT-based NFC prototype developed in chapter 3 is
the analysis and measurement of noise which has been introduced primarily
by the transistors. The noise figure in a NFC is an important parameter for
further applications. This indicates to be the main motivation behind the
use of a two-port design and not directly integrating the NFC with an an-
tenna. The most challenging aspect of the noise measurement is matching
the input and output port impedance of the NFC for employing the Y -Factor
technique. This can be resolved using an additional matching network to
minimise the mismatch loss. The real/imaginary input impedance of the
non-tuned and tuned matching have been shown in Fig. 5.1. The simulated
noise figure using tuned matching at NFC ports is shown in Fig. 5.2. It
is common to encounter noise figure measurements of two-port NFCs that
differ from simulation results which may be due to various reasons. It may
probably persist due to the inaccurate consideration of all possible noise
parameters in the simulation model. Also, these parameters include solder
joints between components, noise characteristics of a non-linear substrate,
passive components and microstrip traces which cumulatively affect the real
circuit.
The other issue to be noted is that of noise figure uncertainty in mea-
surements that leads to further inaccuracies. This uncertainty is due to the
errors within components and circuit of measuring instruments. This also
includes errors due to the analog-to-digital converter, detector, mixer non-
linearities, analytical round-off effects, saturation effects and gain insta-
bility during measurements. Another cause for uncertainty may explained
away due to the mismatch which is a reflection between the device under
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consideration and the devices that follow it. The standing waves makes the
power to emerge from source (incident to the load) to change from its ini-
tial value with a reflection-less load. This uncertainty can be minimised by
careful selection of measurement components and with the use of relevant
mitigation techniques.
Figure 5.2: The noise figure of simulated NFC using Keysight ADS simula-
tor. The simulation consider the noise model of the BJT for more realistic
results.
5.2.1 Noise measurement technique
A noise source must have a calibrated output noise level to make signifi-
cant noise figure measurements. It is represented by the excess noise ratio
(ENR). ENR is expressed in dB as a difference between hot temperature (Th,
noise source ON) and cold temperature(Tc, noise source OFF), divided by
the room temperature(T0).
ENRdB = 10log10
Th − Tc
T0
(5.2)
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A low ENR noise source is advantageous if noise figure of the device un-
der test (DUT) is very low. Also, it is favourable if the impedance match
between the noise source and DUT changes minimally while toggling the
source between ON and OFF states. A low ENR source contains an inbuilt
attenuator which limits the ENR and reduces the sensitivity in reflection co-
efficient between both the states. In this thesis, the gain and output noise
of the BJT are sensitive to changes in input impedance which can lead to
errors in both gain and noise figure measurements. Additionally, it is noted
that with a lower difference between the noise source ENR and the DUT
noise figure there are higher chances of accurate measurements. For these
measurements, an Agilent 346B noise source is used with an ENR of 14-15
dB. Corrections are also applied for the adapter losses of connectors be-
tween the concerned devices. The Friis formula discussed in the appendix
gives noise factor (linear scale noise figure) of a cascaded system as
Ftotal = FDUT +
Finstrument − 1
GDUT
(5.3)
The second quantity in (5.3) is often called the second stage contribution.
The effective noise factor for the measurement instrument should be small.
This indicates that with second stage contribution being negligible, the total
noise factor measured will determine the overall noise factor of DUT.
The total noise factor (Ftotal), DUT noise factor (FDUT ), and DUT gain(GDUT )
depend on the reflection mismatch at the noise source output Γsource [116,
117]. Similarly, noise figure of the second stage measurement equipment
is a function of the DUT output reflection coefficient Γoutput. This leads to
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modification of (5.3) as
Ftotal(Γsource) = FDUT (Γsource) +
Finstrument(Γoutput)− 1
GDUT (Γsource)
(5.4)
For the calculation of the DUT noise figure, the value of Γsource at each
measurement frequency is required. Also, the S-parameter matrix of the
DUT is necessary to calculate the GDUT and Γoutput, while the four noise
parameters of receiver are required to calculate the Finstrument(Γoutput) us-
ing (5.4). However, this technique provides an insertion gain measurement
instead of a power gain measurement and gives Finstrument(Γsource) instead
of Finstrument(Γoutput). This error can be reduced by inserting a tuner be-
tween the DUT and the measurement receiver to achieve Finstrument(Γoutput)
= Finstrument(Γsource). Nevertheless, this leads to the need for considering
the tuner attenuation and becomes cumbersome for broadband measure-
ments [118]. To overcome this tedious method, inserting a low-noise pre-
amplifier between the DUT and receiver is a better way to achieve more
accurate measurements.
Finstrument+preamp = Fpreamp +
Finstrument − 1
Gpreamp
(5.5)
As shown in (5.5), the pre-amplifier reduces the noise figure of the mea-
surement instrument to such an extent that the numerator of the second
stage contribution term in (5.3) and (5.4) is very small making the denomi-
nator of DUT gain term to be low. Some spectrum analysers have an inbuilt
pre-amplifier option, but some need an external one. The measurements
carried out here use the Rohde and Schwarz FSP40, which contains no
inbuilt pre-amplifier. The application firmware FSV-K30 provides an enor-
mous reduction in instrument noise figure. If the instrument noise figure
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is already lower than that of the pre-amplifier selected, the pre-amplifier
would only reduce measurement accuracy. The noise source used is con-
nected to the 28V dc supply from the front panel of the spectrum analyser
and has an ENR of 14-15 dB in the desired measurement bandwidth. This
noise source connected to the DUT input and output is further connected to
the measuring instrument as shown in Fig. 5.3.
The measurement of the noise figure has been performed in a mini-
anechoic chamber to avoid the interference of surrounding noise as shown
in Fig. 5.4 (a). As the input and output ports of the NFC are not matched
to 50 Ω, a passive π-network is used which can match the NFC ports at the
measurement frequency and minimises the mismatch loss. Later, this noise
induced by the additional network is de-embedded. A single measurement
of the noise figure by considering enough resonance points is shown in
Fig. 5.4 (b). Multiple runs may lead to variation in measured data to a
considerable extent, which has already been defined as the noise figure
uncertainty. A sample size of 10 measurements is plotted in Fig. 5.4 (c),
along with the maxima - minima envelopes and mean values against the
frequency. At each frequency point, the maximum variation relative to the
mean values is considered as the calculated noise figure uncertainty from
the measurement data available.
NFuncertainty =
NFmax.(dB)−NFmin.(dB)
NFmean(dB)
∗ 100 (5.6)
Where, NFmax., NFmin. and NFmean are maximum, minimum and mean
noise figures respectively, among all iterations at the frequency of interest.
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Figure 5.3: The noise figure measurement setup showing the NIC/NFC as
DUT. The mismatch losses between each junction is minimised by additional
π-matching network.
5.2.2 Noise figure uncertainty calculation
The sources of uncertainty are mainly due to the ENR of noise source,
impedance mismatch between the noise source and the instrument during
the calibration process and the impedance mismatch at each of the three
junctions among the noise source for the DUT and instrument in the mea-
surement process [119]. It is very common to observe some random jitters
during measurement and hence, it is a good practice to take an average
over a sufficient number of readings.
Taylor’s theorem can be applied to find the uncertainty of FDUT ,
δFDUT =
∂F1
∂Ftotal
δFtotal +
∂F1
∂FDUT
δFDUT +
∂F1
∂GDUT
δGDUT . (5.7)
The three uncertainty terms are due to the measurement instrument,
i.e. the spectrum analyser (SA) and DUT. The ENR of the noise source also
contributes to the uncertainty and needs to be included in the scenario. The
overall uncertainty equation in dB is given as
δNFDUT =
√
P 2 +Q2 +R2 + S2 (5.8)
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Figure 5.4: (a) Noise measurement setup in mini-anechoic chamber (b) A
single noise figure measurement (c) Multiple measurement analysis of noise
figure (d) Noise figure uncertainty.
Where,
P =
Ftotal
FDUT
δNFtotal (5.9)
Q =
FSA − 1
FDUTGDUT
δNFSA (5.10)
R =
Ftotal − 1
FDUTGDUT
δGDUT,dB (5.11)
S =
(
Ftotal
FDUT
− FSA
FDUTGDUT
)
δENRdB (5.12)
The standing wave generated at each interface due to the mismatch also
contribute to uncertainties. These calculations are based on the reflection
coefficient. There are negative or positive uncertainty values and the one
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Table 5.1: Mismatch uncertainty at each junction as shown in Fig. 5.3
Interface Symbol Maximum uncertainty
Noise source to DUT input δ1 0.33 dB
DUT output to SA input δ2 0.5 dB
Noise source to SA input δ3 0.22 dB
with a larger magnitude is considered for that particular interface. The
negative uncertainty is equal to -20log(1-ΓSource ΓLoad) dB and the positive
uncertainty is equal to +20log(1+ΓSource ΓLoad) dB. As shown in Table 5.1,
maximum uncertainties of all interfaces are reported with the information
about reflection coefficients. The total noise figure uncertainty of the DUT
and SA connected in cascade is calculated as
δNFtotal =
√
δ21 + (SANF−uncertainty−dB)
2. (5.13)
The uncertainty in the calibration of SA noise figure is given as
δNFSA =
√
δ23 + (SANF−uncertainty−dB)
2. (5.14)
Similarly, the uncertainty in gain measurement of DUT is
δGDUT =
√
δ21 + δ
2
2 + δ
2
3 + (SANF−uncertainty−dB)
2. (5.15)
The noise source ENR values are also uncertain in nature as they are speci-
fied by the supplier as approximately 0.2 dB (δENRdB= 0.2 dB) in the Agi-
lent 346B noise source data-sheet [120]. The noise figure uncertainty of the
spectrum analyser after loading the FS-K30 high precision noise figure mea-
surement firmware[121] is reduced to 0.05 dB (SANF−uncertainty−dB= 0.05
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Figure 5.5: Variation of noise figure uncertainty with DUT noise figure. The
uncertainty is increasing with the DUT insertion loss.
dB), as claimed by the supplier. The equations (5.13),(5.14) and (5.15) are
substituted in (5.12) for the calculation of noise figure uncertainty of DUT
with (5.8). It is assumed that the total cascaded noise figure is equal to
the noise figure of DUT as the firmware FS-K30 reduces the noise figure of
spectrum analyser to an extremely low value.
As shown in Fig. 5.4 (d), the maximum noise figure uncertainty mea-
sured for the NFC across the frequency band is 13.8%. The theoretical
analysis of the measurement uncertainty is shown in Fig. 5.5. As the DUT
has 4 dB insertion loss and approximately 10 dB noise figure, a maximum
uncertainty of 1.5 dB is observed from the figure (i.e. 15%). Hence, this
theoretical analysis closely matches with the measurement.
The noise analysis and measurement of two-port floating BJT based NFC
circuit has been carried out using the conventional Y-factor method with few
adjustments. Additional pre-amplification is required for overcoming poor
gain issues of the NFCs, which is achieved by employing a pre-amplifier.
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Also, a tuning circuit is used to reduce the mismatch at the noise measure-
ment frequency, since the NFC is not terminated at 50 ohms, across the
band. The device noise figure ranges between 9 dB to 14 dB through the
band of 100 MHz to 500 MHz. The simulation output suggests close agree-
ment with the measured results as well as analytical calculations. Also, it
is observed that the uncertainty in the noise measurement is pertinent due
to the low gain and unwanted mismatch losses even after tuning both the
ports of the DUT. Though, non-Foster matching in receiver mode improves
the bandwidth but with the presence of high noise figures, the integrated
BJT-based NFC device poses to be a possible source for degrading SNR. The
SNR improvement is limited by a few factors which will be discussed in the
next section.
5.3 Fundamental limit for SNR improvement
The NFC integrated antennas in receive mode have added noise with the
presence of active non-Foster element. This noise degrades the SNR in ad-
dition to the bandwidth improvement. The SNR improvement with the non-
Foster matching antenna is discussed in [33], where one port grounded SCS
NFC is integrated with the antenna. Signal and noise power has been re-
ceived by the antenna in transmitter ON and OFF conditions respectively.
The power has been measured with and without non-Foster matching by the
receiver system. However, SNR improvement in [33] is not validated with
the simulation and measurements. Also, the various other contributions of
noise i.e., atmospheric noise, circuit noise and the receiver noise have not
been addressed clearly.
At the front-end of receiver system, noise gets incorporated with the in-
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put signal due to the atmospheric effects and unwanted signal interference.
This result in the rise of noise floor and the signal strength gets degraded
due to the path loss effect. Hence, SNR is an important parameter in the
receiver chain. Also, the output SNR is dependent on the input SNR of
the receiver and also with the noise figure of the receiver chain. The input
SNR is a function of the power transmitted, antenna transmission gain, at-
mospheric transmission coefficient, temperature, receiver antenna gain and
receiver noise figure.
This section goes further to define the fundamental limit of maximum
noise added by non-Foster elements to achieve SNR improvements. Various
parameters are studied to set the noise limit, and it has been noticed that
the measured noise of non-Foster elements is beyond this noise limit in
practical situations. This SNR degradation due to the noise introduced by
active circuitry is the main reason for degradation of channel capacity and
subsequently, the system performance of the receiver system.
5.3.1 Mismatch loss
The output of any antenna is connected to a low noise amplifier, which is
the first component of a receiver chain. The amplifier has a low noise figure
and high gain, which results in negligible second stage contribution. Thus,
the internal noise floor of the receiver block emerges to be very close to
the system noise floor and therefore adding minimal noise to the antenna
output at SNR level. The reasons for SNR degradation are the mismatch
loss and noise added due to the non-Foster circuitry. Apart from the noise
introduced by non-Foster active circuitry, mismatch loss is often ignored in
noise figure analysis, as mismatching loss equally attenuates the input signal
and external noise thereby having no effect on the SNR at the output. The
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mismatch loss (M) is the ratio of incident power to the difference between
incident and reflected power.
M = 1− |Γ|2 (5.16)
However, a poorly matched antenna with low radiation efficiency degrades
the received power level below the receiver noise floor. This also occurs
when the external noise level is not high on the internal noise floor. There-
fore, the SNR obtained at the output of the antenna becomes internally
noise-limited when the noise level is reduced below the system internal
noise floor. A high noise figure is recorded due to the lowering of the SNR
from the expected value. As discussed in chapter 4, an NFC integrated an-
tenna improves the bandwidth while decreasing the mismatch loss when
compared to the passive antenna. This is an important factor that explores
the possibility of an improved SNR at the output of antenna as compared to
the input terminal. The calculation of the minimum required noise figure
of the non-Foster circuit is proposed in next section.
5.3.2 Calculation of non-Foster noise limit
The noise figure of a passive antenna and non-Foster antenna can be calcu-
lated from Fig. 5.6 using the Friis formula [122]. Detailed calculations of
the cascaded noise figure is presented in Appendix A.
The noise factor for unmatched antenna is given as
Fpassive =
TaMp + Trx
TaMp
(5.17)
In case of an antenna with efficiency ηa, the noise factor can be redefined
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Figure 5.6: Noise figure analysis comparison between unmatched and non-
Foster antenna. The mismatch loss reduction is achieved with non-Foster at
the cost of added noise.
as [123]:
Fpassive = ηa +
Mp(1− ηa)T0 + Trx
MpTa
(5.18)
Also, the noise factor for the NFC matched antenna is given as
Fnon−Foster =
[(MaTa + Tnfc)Gnfc + Trx]Grx
GnfcGrxMaSinTa
. (5.19)
For an antenna with efficiency ηa, the noise factor from an antenna input to
the receiver system, Fnon−Foster is redefined as
Fnon−Foster =
ηa +
Ma(1− ηa)T0Gnfc + TnfcGnfc + Trx
MaTaGnfc
(5.20)
The maximum noise figure of an NFC or NIC added in order to achieve
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the system SNR improvement is obtained from (5.18) and (A.17) if
Fnon−Foster < Fpassive (5.21)
and,
ηa +
Ma(1− ηa)T0Gnfc + TnfcGnfc + Trx
MaTaGnfc
<
ηa +
Mp(1− ηa)T0 + Trx
MpTa
(5.22)
Tnfc
Ma
+
Trx
MaGnfc
<
Trx
Mp
(5.23)
Substituting Mf= Ma/Mp and further solving, we get
SNRIF = (1 + (10NFrx(dB)/10−1)(Mf − Lnfc))−10NFnfc(dB)/10;SNRIF > 0
(5.24)
The factor SNRIF (SNR improvement factor) needs to be greater than
zero in order to achieve SNR improvement with given parameters. The
NFC loss factor, Lloss is given as 1/Gnfc. Also, the mismatch factor Mf is the
linear ratio of mismatch loss in matched and unmatched conditions. As the
non-Foster elements improves the bandwidth, the majority of bandwidth
Mf is typically greater than 1. Mf can be redefined using (5.16) as
Mf =
Ma
Mp
=
1− |Γa|2
1− |Γp|2
(5.25)
where, |Γp| and |Γa| are the reflection coefficients in unmatched and matched
antenna respectively.
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Figure 5.7: Mismatch factor requirements for the NFC-matched antenna.
In this figure the mismatch factor requirement, Mf , is calculated such that
SNRIF=0, which is the boundary representing improvement of the NFC-
matched antenna compared to the passive antenna. For different NIC/NFC
losses (or gain) (Lnfc), Mf is plotted for a range of values of the receiver
noise figure, NFrx, and the maximum acceptable noise figure of the NFC,
NFnfc. The colour bar shows the range of calculated Mf values, which
represents the minimum value ofMf that would guarantee an improvement
of performance of the NFC antenna compared to the passive antenna.
A poor receiver enhances the noise figure limit and a high gain (low-
loss) NFC element decreases the noise figure limit. Furthermore, there is
a trade-off between NFC gain and its stability. A two-port NFC with gain
will oscillate, while a stable NFC will add insertion loss, resulting in Gnfc
being between 0 and 1, while Lloss is would be greater than 1. It is evident
from (5.24) that the dependency of the upper limit of NFC noise for SNR
improvement is not critically dependent upon the NFC gain while Mf is the
main influencing factor as the second term becomes negligible. Fig. 5.7 is
the general calculation plot showing the range of Mf required to maximise
the upper limit of NFC noise figure for SNR improvement with the variation
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of receiver noise figure and different NFC gain/loss/lossless conditions. It
is clearly visible from (5.24) and Fig. 5.7 that with a high value of Mf (or
better matching), high noise figure of NFC element is acceptable for SNR
improvement. The maximum value ofMf is also limited which is dependent
upon the reflections in unmatched and matched cases.
The maximum value of Mf depends on the maximum of numerator and
minimum of denominator. Ideally, |Γa| = 0 and numerator of Mf is equals
to 1. Now, the minimum denominator of Mf is dependent upon the min-
imum value of Mp, which is dependent on the extremely high reflection
coefficient Γp of a passive antenna across the bandwidth. The theoretical
calculations considering the designed NFC whose insertion loss and noise
figure is measured and known, is used with (5.24) to estimate the value of
Mf required for achieving the SNR improvement.
5.3.3 Example calculation(NFrx=3 dB, Lloss=4 dB
and NFnfc=10 dB)
It is beneficial to calculate the boundary at which a practical NFC-matched
antenna will show improved performance compared to a passive antenna.
In this subsection an example calculation is provided using (5.24) to esti-
mate the bound of the return loss for a passive antenna which would guar-
antee the performance improvement of NFC antenna. Previously in this
chapter, a non-Foster element (capacitive NFC) is individually characterised
as a two-port device with 4-5 dB loss in the 100MHz to 500MHz frequency
band and it has been noticed that the noise figure measured is 8 dB-12
dB range using the conventional Y -factor technique. The NFC loss factor,
Lloss=4 dB= 2.5.
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It is also assumed that receiver noise figure is 3 dB , NFrx = 3 dB and
noise factor of receiver is 1.99. We further consider an NFC noise figure of
NFnfc= 10 dB (noise factor=10) and in order to satisfy (5.24) we calculate,
(1 + (2− 1)(Mf − 2.5) > 10⇒Mf > 11.5 (5.26)
for the bound SNRIF>0. As discussed in the previous subsection, for ideal
NFC matching, Γ=0 (Ma=1), we therefore require Mp < 111.5 in order to
achieve the Mf inequality condition for an improved SNR. This in turn gives
a range of values for the passively-matched antenna’s reflection coefficient,
for which the NFC antenna will have better performance.
|Γp| >
√
1−Mp > 0.9555 (5.27)
Hence, the condition of reflection coefficient for an unmatched antenna in
ideal condition is
0 dB > S11p > −0.395 dB (5.28)
when matched antenna has reflection coefficient S11a = −∞ dB (or 0 in lin-
ear scale). From this result, it is clear that even a relatively poorly-matched
passive antenna (say S11p = −3 dB) will have a better performance than a
high-noise NFC antenna.
In the previous calculation the requirement was set for a perfectly matched
NFC antenna, with S11a = ∞ dB. However, assuming that a non-ideal
matching requirement is set, the reflection coefficient S11a=-10 dB. In such
a situation, Ma= 0.9486 and Mp<0.0824 for achieving the Mf>11.5 con-
dition. Hence,
|Γp| >
√
1− 0.0824 > 0.9578 (5.29)
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and so, the condition for reflection coefficient across the band of an un-
matched antenna to achieve SNR improvement, considering the matched
antenna has 10 dB return loss, which tightens slightly to
0 dB > S11p > −0.373 dB (5.30)
This verifies that in order for a passive unmatched antenna to achieve SNR
improvement with the integration of this particular NFC (NF=10 dB Loss=
4 dB) and a 3 dB receiver, it must initially have an extremely poor return
loss. With the aforementioned NFC and receiver combination, SNR im-
provement is not possible for a passive antenna with return loss better than
0.4 dB. So, it is actually better for the antenna to remain unmatched, rather
than to use this poorly performing NFC match.
The values considered in these example calculations are constant with
frequency, but practical measured data is frequency dependent which has
been introduced in the next subsection for the practical NFC integrated an-
tenna.
5.3.4 SNR improvement bandwidth in proposed design
SNR improvement bandwidth can be defined as the frequency band for
which an NFC integrated antenna has better SNR performance as compared
to the unmatched antenna. In the practical conditions, the antenna under
considerations has been designed, developed and measured in chapter 4
and is shown in Fig. 4.11. The reflection losses in the antenna for both, the
matched and unmatched condition are shown in 4.14. As shown in Fig.5.4,
the measured noise figure of a non-Foster element has been measured alone
across the frequency band. Additionally, the insertion loss of the NFC has
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Figure 5.8: The variation in SNR improvement factor with frequency
in the non-Foster integrated antenna with different receiver noise figure.
SNRIF>0 is achieved for wideband frequencies using a poor receiver. 50
MHz and 170 MHz bandwidths are attained with 2 dB and 8 dB receiver
respectively.
been measured in chapter 3.
Using the mentioned measured data in (5.24), the SNRIF has been cal-
culated for different receiver noise figures as shown in Fig. 5.8. As dis-
cussed earlier, the SNR improvement is highly dependent upon the condi-
tion SNRIF>0 and it has been noticed from Fig. 5.8 that SNR improve-
ment bandwidth is limited by the high end receiver selection which vali-
dates the work presented by Sussman-Fort [33]. A poor receiver results in
a wider SNR improvement bandwidth and this affects the system noise per-
formance, while it is difficult to achieve a reasonable bandwidth using the
expected high quality receiver. As shown in Fig. 5.8, a 2 dB noise figure re-
ceiver is able to provide 50 MHz bandwidth while 8 dB receiver is offering
170 MHz bandwidth approximately. This bandwidth is attained at different
frequencies and it is much less than the impedance matching bandwidth
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and radiation bandwidth discussed in chapter 4. The effect of non-Foster
noise and limited SNR improvement on the system performance is discussed
in the next section.
5.4 Channel capacity and power delivery
In a communication system, the antenna application for information trans-
fer is presented in [124, 125], whereas an antenna for power transfer ap-
plications is exploited in [126, 127, 128]. The narrowband behaviour of an
ESA restricts its applications for simultaneous information and power trans-
fer capabilities [129, 130]. A pair of identical ESAs are tuned to resonate
at same frequency; one acts as a transmitter and delivers the maximum
power to the receiving ESA placed in the far-field [130]. Due to this nar-
rowband characteristic of both the ESAs, we assume that the bandwidth is
nearly zero and hence, the capacity for information transmission is zero.
The increase in information carrying capacity is possible by reallocating the
input power over a selected bandwidth instead of the power input at res-
onance frequency. This technique of power allocation to sub-channels is
termed the water filling algorithm [131]. The power allocation channels
are decided based on the impedance/radiation bandwidth and hence are
dependent upon the type of matching. The investigation for the perfor-
mance of non-Foster integrated antennas is being performed to maximise
the total channel capacity and deliver power simultaneously.
Shannon’s channel capacity equation [132] presents the maximum rate
of data transmission over a system when the signal is perturbed by noise
produced by various sources. As discussed in chapter 4, the purpose of the
non-Foster approach is to reduce the Q-bound and improve the impedance
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and radiation bandwidth for power transfer. However, as discussed in the
previous section, the noisy NFC matched antenna has limited SNR improve-
ment as compared to its passive counterpart. Subsequently, it limits the
channel capacity and the ability for information transfer in the communi-
cation system. It is the conventional belief that the only way to achieve a
reliable communication link over a noisy channel is to minimise the error
probability, by reducing the data rate. Shannon exhibited that communica-
tion can take place at a certain maximum rate, called the capacity of the
channel, with a specified minimum error probability [132].
The power transfer in the receiver antenna system is dependent on the
radiation bandwidth, while the non-Foster integration improves the total
power delivered to the receiver as discussed in chapter 4. However, the
information transfer to the receiver has been estimated with Shannon’s
channel capacity calculation. The maximum channel capacity estimates the
maximum data rate that is possible with the given antenna receiver system.
The Shannon’s capacity considers the maximum data rate in the presence
of noise. In this calculation, it has been assumed that both the noise as
well as the received signal have a Gaussian distribution. In consideration
of the water-filling algorithm, the input power is equally distributed to the
N channels with a constant bandwidth, ∆B and also, the SNR at different
channels are considered in power allocation processes. The total channel
capacity is given [133] as
Cs =
M∑
m=1
log2
[
1 +
ηp(fm)Pi(fm)
PN(fm)
]
∆B (5.31)
Where, Pi(fm) is the input power allocated to the ith frequency band ∆B.
ηp(fm) is the efficiency of power transmission between transmitter and re-
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Figure 5.9: Channel capacity per Hz bandwidth with different channel sizes.
Bode-Fano matching improves channel capacity for small channels due to
narrowband characteristics. The NFC integrated antenna has poor chan-
nel capacity as there is no SNR improvement in the impedance/radiation
bandwidth. Low noise figure conditions and high efficiency can improve
the channel capacity and system performance.
ceiver. PN(fm) is the introduced noise power to the system. Input power,
added noise power and efficiency are all frequency dependent parameters.
The total channel capacity per unit bandwidth has been estimated in the
unmatched antenna, passive matched antenna and the non-Foster matching
conditions. In all three cases, the variation of the total channel capacity per
unit bandwidth with different channel bandwidth from 1 MHz to 200 MHz
is shown in Fig. 5.9. The total channel capacity is directly proportional to
the efficiency. Hence, 10% efficiency antenna has better information trans-
fer capacity as compared with identical 1% efficient antenna. The passive
matching (Bode-Fano limit) can overcome the channel capacity of the un-
matched antenna for small channel size, i.e. up to 5 MHz channel size in
1% efficiency antenna and up to 27 MHz channel size in 10% efficiency an-
tenna. The improvement in Bode-Fano passive lossless matching is due to
the absence of noisy active elements as in non-Foster active matching tech-
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Figure 5.10: The power delivery is improved with non-Foster antennas,
but the information carrying capacity decreases as compared to the passive
antenna. Additionally, it decreases in comparison to the SNR improvement
match case, where the input power is allocated in the SNR improvement
frequency band, as shown in Fig. 5.8. The power delivery is minimal in
this case because of poor impedance matching or radiation efficiency at the
SNR improvement bandwidth.
nique. The measured noise figure of the NFC is high, which in turn limits
the SNR improvement bandwidth under 300 MHz as discussed in the pre-
vious section. Fig. 4.18 shows that the non-Foster matching may improve
the radiation efficiency from 300 MHz to 600 MHz. Thus, the input power
is allocated into the channels within the aforementioned band using the
water-filling method. The non-Foster integrated antenna presented in this
thesis has radiation bandwidth different from its SNR improvement band-
width. As shown in Fig. 5.8, there is no SNR improvement in the received
non-Foster matching/radiation bandwidth and therefore, the total channel
capacity falls even with SNR improvement. Hence, the developed NFC in
this thesis has high noise figure and with an NFC noise figure of, say 5 dB
or better can improve the SNR and channel capacity as shown in Fig. 5.9.
The power delivery (Pd) from the two identical antennas, one acting as
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a transmitter and the other as a receiver, can be calculated [133] as
Pd =
M∑
m=1
|Pi(fm)ηp(fm)| (5.32)
Where, Pi(fm) is the input power allocated to the ith frequency band simi-
lar to the (5.31). Also, ηp(fm) is the power transmission efficiency between
the identical transmitter and receiver antennas. A pair of identical NFC
integrated antenna have an effective improvement in power transfer ca-
pability over their passive counterparts irrespective of SNR improvement
constraints. However, the receiver antenna has poor SNR in the non-Foster
matching bandwidth, which adds noise to the received signal. For an input
power in the range of µW, the total power delivered to the receiver is im-
proved for the NFC integrated antenna, however, the total channel capacity
is degraded in comparison to the passive antenna, as shown in Fig. 5.10.
In the case of power allocation to channels in SNR improvement bandwidth
instead of impedance/radiation bandwidth, the power delivery is negligible
due to high mismatch loss.
This analysis for estimation of the total channel capacity and power de-
livery contradicts the conclusions of Yeung [133], where it is reported that
non-Foster matching improves the total channel capacity and power deliv-
ery simultaneously. This difference in the presented work is primarily due
to two reasons: firstly, the radiation improvement frequencies of the pre-
sented NFC matched antenna do not coincide with the SNR improvement
frequencies and; secondly, [133] does not consider the high noise figure of
the NFC which is mainly responsible for the degradation of total channel
capacity.
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5.5 Summary
This chapter analyses the inclusion of active noise on antennas with inte-
grated non-Foster characteristics. The noise introduced in the NFC has been
studied through simulation and measurements. The condition for SNR im-
provement has been derived and the effect of the high measured noise fig-
ure of the NFC has also been discussed. The output SNR improvement is
dependent on the increased magnitude of all quantities except for the re-
ceiver noise figure. The reduction of receiver noise figure further enhances
the output SNR. This high noise figure results in practical limitations for
achieving SNR improvement with non-Foster integration of antennas. In
the presented practical non-Foster integrated antenna, there is no overlap
between the SNR improvement bandwidth and true matching bandwidth.
Hence, the total channel capacity degrades with the non-Foster integration.
SNR degradation has no effect on the total power transferred to the re-
ceiver block by the non-Foster integrated antenna owing to its broadband
characteristics. However, the total channel capacity of the receiver system is
affected, which limits the applications of non-Foster integrated antennas for
information or data communication. Also, an NFC as a gain device which
does not perform well with stable operation and a lossy NFC offers limited
improvement in the efficiency of the antenna, that depends on the match-
ing improvement. An NFC integrated antenna with overlapping radiation
bands and SNR improvement bandwidth could in theory, improve the total
channel capacity. Also, an NFC with a reasonably low noise figure could im-
prove the SNR over the desired band. However, it is not possible to realise
such an improvement in this work and the analysis presented here indicates
that it may be doubtful to attain an overall channel capacity improvement.
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Conclusions and Future Work
6.1 Conclusion
In Chapter 2, a detailed literature review for the realisation of two-port net-
work has been presented along with the various methods for NFC stabilisa-
tion and different techniques for achieving non-Foster impedance. Further,
the detailed background of the non-Foster matching of antenna has been
discussed.
Chapter 3 deals with the design and development of an open circuit sta-
ble, two-port floating, BJT-based negative capacitance NFC prototype. The
measurement results of the stable fabricated sample showed decent agree-
ment up to 1 GHz. Also, the design and stability analysis of a graphene FET
based NFC has been investigated. Further, a novel and stable RTD-based
non-Foster impedance circuit has been proposed. Capacitive and inductive
NFC measured results agreed well with the simulations and ideal character-
istics up to 2 GHz.
Chapter 4 defines the minimum Q for a non-Foster antenna, furthering
the practical NFC integration with small antennas. Broadband impedance
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matching up to 1 GHz has been achieved and a limited true radiation band-
width improvement from 300 MHz to 600 MHz has been validated for
BJT-based NFC integrated antenna with near-field and far-field measure-
ments. Similarly, an RTD-based NFC solution for broadband matching of
ESA model has been attained. However, further development and measure-
ments of RTD-based NFC integrated antenna is still under progress.
Chapter 5 investigates the total noise added to the circuit due to non-
Foster inclusion. The transistor shot noise dominates the overall noise and
the most contributory in the noise figure of NFC. This chapter also presents
the measurements of noise figure of BJT-based NFC as 9 dB to 14 dB in
the frequency range of 100 MHz to 500 MHz. The high noise figure was
also analysed to obtain the SNR performance of the non-Foster integrated
antenna in receive mode. The presented analysis shows that the BJT-based
non-Foster antenna is broadband in nature and can improve the power re-
ception in the communication link. However, the SNR improvement fre-
quencies are not same as the frequencies showing improvement in radiation
characteristics. Hence, the total channel capacity and system performance
degrades with the inclusion of the active devices. An NFC with low noise
figure (<5 dB) can improve the system performance and the same has not
as yet been realised.
Non-Foster based active MTMs applied as an electromagnetic absorbers
or reflector designs with wide-band performance do not require the gain
behaviour of the NFC. These do emerge to be potential candidates for ap-
plication with the existing performance of NFCs. In Appendix B, a proposed
use of a compact, flexible and less stability sensitive RTD-based NFC is ex-
amined for integration with MTM absorber to give wideband performance
(0.6 GHz to 1.1 GHz ) and up to 45◦ angle of incidence.
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6.2 Future work
The high noise figure of BJT-based NFCs presents a challenge for the use
of devices in receive mode antennas. Also, antenna array application is
restricted due to the additional factors, i.e. design complexity, form factor,
poor parasitic control and high stability sensitivity. The advantages of RTD-
based NFCs over BJTs makes them a highly potential candidate for array
configuration. As the noise figure of RTD-based NFCs is not yet performed
due to the availability of limited diode samples. The noise figure of an RTD-
based NFC needs to be measured and should fall below the estimated noise
figure limit for a non-Foster matched antenna.
These BJT and RTD-based NFCs have non-linearity issues in the trans-
mit mode. The NFC impedance may vary with increasing input power and
affects the matching capability. A large-signal non-linear model is required
to be developed for each design approach to estimate the maximum input
power that can safely be applied without affecting the performance.
The present BJT-based non-Foster integrated antennas are only suitable
for improving power reception and not for information or data reception
due to the high added noise. Additional work is required to minimise the
effects of added non-Foster noise to the system. These NFCs are suitable
for metamaterial applications since, the noise and gain parameters of NFC
are not primary concerns, as is the case with antennas. Further efforts are
needed to be put in for prototyping and testing of the presented RTD-based
metamaterial absorber. Also, the RTD-based high impedance surfaces need
to be designed and implemented. Further, credible work has to be done on
the new fundamental limits of the thin active metamaterial absorber and
high impedance surface, beyond the existing passive design.
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Appendix A
Friis formula calculation for a
non-Foster system
A.1 Basics of Friis formula
Noise factor (F) for a two port device or element is a figure of merit that
relates the SNR of the input to the SNR of the output. A device with added
noise Na and gain G is shown in Fig. A.1 and the equation of noise factor is
given as
F =
(S/N)in
(S/N)out
(A.1)
Figure A.1: A two-port representation for defining the noise figure.
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Figure A.2: An effective noise temperature representation for the evaluation
of output noise power.
The noise figure (NF) is the decibel representation of a linear noise factor.
The gain G is the ratio of output signal to the input signal. The noise factor
can be written as
F =
SinNout
SoutNin
=
Nout
GNin
(A.2)
As the noise is additive in nature, output noise is sum of amplified input
noise and the added noise by the device.
Nout = GNin +Na (A.3)
The added thermal noise Na is proportional to the noise temperature Te of
a resistor Zs. Fig. A.1 can be redefined as Fig. A.2 showing the input noise
temperature and added noise as an effective noise temperature. The output
noise power can be written as
Nout = GkTsB +GkTeB (A.4)
where, B is the bandwidth in Hz and k is the Boltzman’s constant in J/degree
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K. The noise factor becomes
F =
GkTsB +GkTeB
GkTsB
= 1 +
Te
Ts
(A.5)
and therefore,
Te = Ts(F − 1) (A.6)
Friis’s analysis demonstrates the effect on overall noise factor when two or
more stages are added. Multiple stages of the devices are cascaded together
with gain G1and G2 along with the corresponding added noise temperature
Te1and Te2. The noise power at output of first stage is
Nout1 = G1kTsB + kTe1B (A.7)
The noise power at the output of second stage is
Nout2 = G2Nout1 + kTe2B = G1G2kTsB +G2kTe1B + kTe2B (A.8)
Nout2 = G2Nout1 +Na2 = G1G2kTsB+G2kTs(F1−1)B+kTs(F2−1)B (A.9)
Using (A.2), the overall noise factor of two cascaded stages can be given as
Ftotal = F1 +
F2 − 1
G1
(A.10)
This equation proves that the first stage noise figure is the main factor affect-
ing the overall noise figure. The second stage contribution can be reduced
by making the gain of the first stage large. For n cascade stages of gain G1,
G2, G3.... Gn and noise factors F1, F2, F3... Fn, the overall noise factor can
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Figure A.3: The non-Foster antenna integrated with the receiver for overall
noise figure calculation.
be derived as
Ftotal = F1 +
F2 − 1
G1
+
F3 − 1
G1G2
....+
Fn − 1
G1G2..Gn−1
(A.11)
This also proves that the minimum system noise figure can be attained when
the first stage has minimum noise factor and a maximum gain. This results
in least contribution of noise added during other stages.
A.2 Noise calculation for non-Foster antenna
This section discuss the application of Friis formula for a non-Foster an-
tenna. Due to the atmospheric noise temperature Ta, the input noise power
is given as Nin = kTaB.Where, k is a Boltzmann’s constant and B is the
bandwidth.
As shown in Fig. A.3, Ma is the mismatch loss of the antenna and Gnic
is gain of the NIC integrated with antenna. The noise temperature at the
receiver output is given as
Tout = [(MaTa + Tnic)Gnic + Trx]Grx (A.12)
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and therefore, output noise power is
Nout = kB[(MaTa + Tnic)Gnic + Trx]Grx (A.13)
Also, considering the input signal power Sin, the output signal power is
given as
Sout = GnicGrxMaSin (A.14)
The noise factor for the overall cascaded system is given as
F =
NoutSin
NinSout
(A.15)
F =
[(MaTa + Tnic)Gnic + Trx]Grx
GnicGrxMaSinTa
. (A.16)
For an antenna with efficiency ηa, the noise factor from antenna input to
the receiver system, F is redefined as
F =
ηa +
Ma(1− ηa)T0Gnic + TnicGnic + Trx
MaTaGnic
(A.17)
Above expression is clearly shows that the noise factor is high for a poor
efficiency antenna.
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Appendix B
RTD-based active metamaterial
absorber
B.1 Introduction
MTM offers a diverse range of properties, such as negative permittivity
ε, negative permeability µ and negative refractive index n [134], [135],
[136]. They are not designed necessarily to operate at the level of mate-
rial composition, but instead through the geometry of individual unit cells
that encompass the effective material. The drawback is that they show high
dispersion and are therefore narrow-banded and lossy in nature. Incorpo-
ration of active parameters into MTMs may be used to compensate for the
dispersion. Discussion of Non-Foster impedance circuits for antenna appli-
cations so far, have been proposed as a potential candidate for wideband
MTMs [90]. Frequency independent fast wave propagation, with phase ve-
locity greater than the speed of light was recently demonstrated in an NFC-
loaded wave guide structure [22]. The improvement of existing MTMs has
been investigated using active inclusions as loads within each unit cell of a
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structure [93], [137].
The BJT-based non-Foster impedance circuits have large form factor and
complex design methods which restricts its integration in periodic struc-
tures like antenna array and MTMs. Also, BJT-based designs are tricky to
realise series or shunt RLC loaded non-Foster impedance due to less con-
trol on the parasitics. Cross-coupled transistors have a positive feedback
loop resulting in high sensitivity to stability. Hence, realization for the re-
quirement of multiple stable BJT-based NFCs for a periodic MTM structure
is a challenging task. Each BJT-based NFC has a decent power consumption
which may lead to sufficient power requirement for active MTM structure.
An RTD-based NFC is more compact wherein, each design has one ac-
tive element i.e. RTD and few passive elements. The design is very flexible
with limited parasitics and also, it easy to design all possible non-Foster
impedance configurations as discussed in chapter 3.4. In addition to this,
series and parallel RLC loaded NFCs are easy to implement with the RTD ap-
proach as shown in Fig. B.1. Due to the absence of cross-coupled feedback
loop, it is less sensitive to stability. Finally, very low power consumption is
an added advantage for array applications. These properties of RTD-based
designs makes them a potential candidate for array and MTM applications.
B.2 Active wideband absorber
A perfect electromagnetic absorber can be achieved by two-dimensional
(2D) MTMs. As discussed earlier, conventional MTMs have their funda-
mental bandwidth limitations. Realisation of conventional MTM absorbers
requires tailoring at the top of periodic electric resonators and spaced di-
electric substrate as well as the bottom layer, to obtain impedance matching
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Figure B.1: RLC loaded NFC design approach using an RTD (a) A floating
two-port circuit having equivalent impedance is the parallel combination
of negative resistance, negative inductance and negative capacitance. (b)
An equivalent impedance is the series combination of negative resistance,
negative inductance and negative capacitance.
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to the free space impedance i.e. 377 Ω. These microwave absorbers have
the ability to absorb the incident electromagnetic waves with nearly unit
absorption coefficient. The narrow bandwidth, polarization-sensitivity and
narrow-angle of incidence are few limitations of passive MTMs despite of
their high absorption coefficient.
The efforts to overcome these limitations have been exhibited by [138],
[139], [140] and [141], in order to achieve bandwidth enhancement and
improved angle of incidence. However, the structures become complicated
and cover frequencies at THz and optical ranges. [142] proposed the inser-
tion of metallic paths to substrate and improve the absorption bandwidth
to certain extent. A novel active MTM absorber with non-Foster load is pro-
posed in [21]. The analytical demonstration of an effective circuit model
has been done for obliquely incident plane waves with both transverse-
electric (TE) and transverse-magnetic (TM) polarisations. The circuit model
includes material losses where stability theory has been presented for the
non-Foster inclusion. As the standalone behaviour of NFCs is oscillatory in
nature, passive MTM acts as a load similar to the non-Foster matched an-
tenna. Similar to the antenna application, a two-port floating RTD has been
integrated with unit cell of MTM to achieve a wideband and wide-angle
MTM absorber. Electromagnetic absorption on a wide-band active MTM ab-
sorber and its passive counterpart, with wide-angle incidence for both TE
and TM polarisations have been compared.
B.3 Effective circuit model
As shown in Fig. B.2, the structure of the novel active MTM absorber design
has two-layer MTM structure with periodic metal square patch arrays on
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Figure B.2: MTM absorber structure (a) Top layer patch pattern including
the non-Foster loads at the gap. (b) Side view showing the vias connecting
inter-digital capacitor to top layer. (c) Each patch element at the top and
the vias. (d) The inter-digital capacitor sandwiched between the substrate.
the top substrate layer and metal back on the bottom of the lower substrate
layer. The non-Foster impedance circuits are connected between adjacent
patches in the two-dimensional top layer. Further, each pair of the patch are
connected by an inter-digital capacitor to increase the capacitance while
keeping the structure electrically small. The inter-digital capacitors are
sandwiched between the two substrate layers and are connected through
vias with top layer patch arrays to minimize the coupling. Neglecting the
mutual coupling effects by each element, the effective surface impedance
of the structure can be defined similar to [143], as a parallel connection
to: the grid impedance (Zg), the substrate impedance (Zs), the inter-digital
impedance (Zint), and the active non-Foster load (ZL).
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Figure B.3: (a) The effective circuit model of the non-Foster loaded ac-
tive MTM absorber. (b) The simplified approximate model excluding the
resistive and material losses.
ZMA = Zg||Zs||Zint||ZL (B.1)
These parasitics change the surface impedance at high frequencies and
limit the operation only to lower frequencies. The grid impedance Zg can
be modelled in a parallel combination of electrical conductance G and ca-
pacitance Cg. Similarly, the substrate impedance can also be modelled as
a series resistance R and inductance Ls. Also, the capacitance of the inter-
digital capacitor is Cint. As discussed previously, the effective circuit model
of the MTM absorber is shown in Fig. B.3(a). The detailed expression for
TE and TM polarisation are presented in [21]. The active non-Foster load
value is critical for achieving a wideband and wide-angle incidence MTM
absorber for both TE and TM polarisations. Also, the impedance matching
of the structure with free space and air impedance can be analysed using
reflection coefficient Γ.
Γ =
ZMA − Z0
ZMA + Z0
(B.2)
where Z0 is the free space impedance. The reflectivity of the MTM absorber
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structure is given as
R(ω) = |Γ|2 (B.3)
Due to the metallic ground plane, the transmissivity of the structure T (ω) =
0 and the absorption rate can be written as
A(ω) = 1−R(ω)− T (ω) = 1− |Γ|2 (B.4)
To achieve infinite bandwidth for a wide range incidence angle, ZMA = Z0
which results in zero reflection and 100% absorption rate. It is possible to
use suitable non-Foster load design by looking into Fig. B.3.
ZL = RL||LL||CL (B.5)
where, RL = Z0, LL = −Ls and CL = −(Cg + Cint)
The grid conductanceG and substrate resistanceR still exist in the struc-
ture, but both are ignored in calculations due to their negligible values. An
additional RTD may be required in final tuning to minimise the resistive
effect.The approximate model excluding the resistive and material losses is
shown in Fig. B.3(b)
Each non-Foster impedance circuit is oscillatory and unstable without
their passive counterpart. The Routh-Hurwitz technique [144] can be ap-
plied to examine the solution of the system characteristic equation and de-
termine the lumped elements within the stability bound. The stability con-
ditions can be depicted as
CL < −(Cg + Cint) = −Ct (B.6)
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−Ls < LL < 0 (B.7)
B.4 Design methodology
The aforementioned design principles are applied to a practical sample for
verification. Here, Rogers RT5880 is used for the upper substrate, with a
dielectric constant of 2.2 and loss tangent as 0.0009, whereas the lower
substrate uses polyethylene as the host medium with a dielectric constant
2.25 and loss tangent as 0.001. The geometry parameters of the MA are
illustrated in Table B.1. For the incidence angle up to 45◦ for both TE
and TM polarisations, the stability bounds for the non-Foster elements can
be obtained as CL < −3.97pF and −9.89nH < LL < 0. The non-Foster
impedance load for stable operation of active absorber is calculated in [21]
as RL = 376Ω, LL = −9.6nH and CL = −5pF .
This non-Foster load impedance by an RTD based approach is preferred
due to its compact size in the periodic structure. As discussed in chapter 3.4,
the impedance across two terminals of suitably biased RTD is dominated by
real part as shown in Fig.B.4. Each shunt connected R is approximately
equal to the RTD real impedance which is nearly 50 Ω and more than ten
times the imaginary part up to 2 GHz. The circuit is shown in Fig. B.5
includes the non-Foster load equivalent for its passive counterpart. The
calculation of internal load elements Cx and Lx of non-Foster impedance
load circuit is required to obtain the desired negative elements. These are
connected to a Π network along with two shunt resistances R and the series
RTD. The series Cx and Lx are then connected in parallel with R, so, we get
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Figure B.4: The frequency response of real and imaginary impedance mea-
sured across both terminals of the RTD. The imaginary impedance is negli-
gible for lower frequencies and significant beyond 2 GHz.
Figure B.5: The RTD based non-Foster impedance circuit to cancel the
reactance of approximate model and additional resistance to match with
free space impedance.
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Table B.1: Geometry parameters of the MTM absorber.
Parameters Symbol Values(in mm)
Patch array period D 20
Gap between patches w 5
Finger width W 0.2
Gap between fingers G 0.2
Gap between fingers Ge 0.2
Gap at end of fingers Ge 0.2
Length of overlapped region L 5
Number of fingers Np 10
Width of interconnect Wt 1
Upper substrate thickness h1 0.127
Lower substrate thickness h2 10
Z1 as
Z1 =
(
jωLx +
1
jωCx
)
R
jωLx +
1
jωCx
+R
=
R− ω2LxCxR
jωCxR + 1− ω2LxCxR
(B.8)
Z1 is in series with an RTD impedance −R and parallel to R, we get Z2 =
(Z1 + ZRTD)||R. Further solving the circuit
Z2 =
(
R−ω2LxCxR
jωCxR+1−ω2LxCxR −R
)
R
R−ω2LxCxR
jωCxR+1−ω2LxCxR
=
−jωCxR2
1− ω2LxCx
(B.9)
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Figure B.6: The comparison of passive and active MTM absorber for normal
and 45◦ angle of incidence. (a) TE polarisation (b) TM polarisation.
Rearranging the expression for Z2, we can write as
Z2 =
jω(−CxR2) 1jω(−Lx
R2
)
jω(−CxR2) + 1jω(−Lx
R2
)
=
jω(LL)
1
jω(CL)
jω(LL) +
1
jω(CL)
= LL||CL
(B.10)
Z2 is clearly showing a parallel combination of negative inductance and
capacitance with LL = −CxR2 and CL = −LxR2 . These reactive non-Foster
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elements cancel the capacitance Ct and inductance Ls and the additional
RL = Z0 = 377Ω match with the free space impedance. The resistive and
material losses are neglected in the approximate model as shown in Fig.
B.3 and the wideband impedance matching and wide angle of incidence
have been obtained accordingly. The stable operational non-Foster load has
internal load elements as Lx = 12.5nH, Cx = 3.84pF , R = 50Ω, RL = 376Ω
and an RTD element biased at 2.75 V .
The full-wave simulation results with the design approach as earlier dis-
cussed are compared between passive and active MTM absorber for both
TE and TM polarisation as shown in Fig. B.6(a) and B.6(b) respectively.
High absorption rate for wideband frequencies and wide angle incidence
has been achieved with active non-Foster inclusion. An absorption of more
than 0.7 in the frequency band of 0.6 to 1.1 GHz and the incidence angle
up to 45◦ is obtained.
B.5 Summary
A novel non-Foster loaded MTM absorber is presented with high absorp-
tion rate at wideband (0.6 GHz-1.1 GHz) and wide incidence angle (up
to 45◦) for both TE and TM polarisations. The stability characterisation is
developed based on the effective circuit model of associated structure to
give the value of non-Foster load elements for a stable operational. This
non-Foster load is realised by compact RTD based non-Foster impedance
circuits with certain approximations in effective circuit model of the struc-
ture. The design with and without non-Foster loading has been compared
and bandwidth enhancement and wide angle incidence are observed with
a non-Foster approach.
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